4546*
Syria, Kingdom of, Antiochus I, (280-261 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.880 grams), Series II Group C, Seleucia
on Tigris mint, issued 270-267 B.C., obv. diademed head of
Antiochus I to right, rev. Apollo seated left on omphalos,
holding arrow and bow, on right ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, to left
ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ, to left and right monograms, (cf.S.6866, SC
379.3c, Newell ESM 155 [type 2], SNG Israel (Spaer) 290,
BMC 7, Jameson 1668). High relief, nearly very fine/good
fine and very scarce.
$360
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Ex Recent "Seleucid Hoard".

4544*
Syria, Kingdom of, Seleucos I, (312-280 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.35 grams), Seleucia in Pieria mint, issued
c.300-290 B.C., obv. head of Herakles to right wearing lion
skin with dotted border, rev. Zeus seated on throne to left,
Nike with wreath in outstretched hand, XH in circle below
throne, ΓΡΑ monogram, dolphin erased, to right traces of
ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ, in exergue ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, (cf.S.6829, SC 36.6b,
Newell WSM 1205). Very fine/fine, hoard patination grey
tone, and scarce.
$300

4547*
Syria, Kingdom of, Seleucus II, (246-226 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.492 grams), Series II, mint 44 (probably in
Mesopotamia), issued 240-232 B.C., obv. diademed head of
Seleucus II to right, dotted border, rev. Apollo standing to left,
holding arrow and leaning on tripod, on right [ΒΑ]ΣΙΛΕΩΣ,
to left [ΣΕ]Λ ΕΥΚΟΥ, to far left ΔI in circle, (cf.S.6896, cf.SC
742 and drachm SC 691.6, Newell WSM -, SNG Israel
(Spaer) -, BMC -). High relief, bright, some minor porosity
and minor surface pitting, otherwise very fine and extremely
rare, apparently unpublished.
$350

Ex Recent "Seleucid Hoard". Newell counted two obverse and three reverse
dies for this type, knowing of only four examples..

Ex Recent "Seleucid Hoard".

4548
Syria, Kingdom of, Demetrius I, (162-150 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.596 grams), Antioch mint, issued year
156 (155/154 B.C.), obv. diademed head of Demetrius to
right within laurel wreath border, rev. Tyche seated to left
with leg of throne a winged monster, holds sceptre and
cornucopiae, to right ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, to left ΔΗΜΗ ΤΡΙΟΥ, and
ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ, monograms to far left of ΠΑ over ATI, date HNP
in exergue, (S.7015, Newell SMA 103, SNG Israel I (Spaer
1266-7); others earlier undated (15.670 grams), similar with
simple legend and monogram to left of HP, (S.7014, Newell
SMA 97, SNG Israel I -); another as before (16.172 grams),
undated ΔI monogram to left, (S.7014, Newell SMA 83, SNG
Israel I 1256). First two with some hoard patina, third dark
tone, otherwise fine - good very fine, scarce. (3)
$400

4545*
Syria, Kingdom of, Seleucos I, (312-280 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.985 grams), Seleucia on Tigris mint, issued
c.303-302 B.C., obv. head of Herakles to right wearing lion
skin with dotted border, rev. Zeus seated on throne to left,
Nike with wreath in outstretched hand, K below throne,
ΜΗΠΡ monogram to left, to right ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ, in exergue
[Β]ΑΣΙΛΕ[ΩΣ], (cf.S.6829, SC 119.1a, Newell ESM 13 [same
dies as obv. die A22, rev. die P67]. McClean 9239, BMC 20,
SNG Israel I (Spaer) -). Good fine/fine.
$250
Ex CNG Triton IV, December 5, 2000 (lot 1120 part).

4549*
Syria, Kingdom of, Philip Philadelphos, (93-83 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (15.72 grams), Antioch mint, obv. head of Philip
to right, with diademed, fillet border, rev. Zeus seated to left,
on throne holding Nike, II in exergue, legends left and right
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ [Φ]ΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟ[Υ],
(S.7196, SMA 448, SNG Israel I (Spaer) 2807). Good very
fine, with some double striking on the reverse.
$250

Lot 4546

Ex Antiquarius, New Zealand.
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4553*
Phoenicia, Tyre, (c.425 B.C.), silver half shekel, (3.31 grams),
obv. dolphin leaping to right over waves and murex shell
below, rev. owl standing to r., carrying crook and flail under
wing all within incuse square, (S.5907, Weber 8082, Betylon
4). Good very fine/very fine
$400

4550*
Syria, Seleucis and Pieria. Antiochia ad Orontem, Gaius
Caligula and Agrippina Senior, (A.D. 37-41), silver
tetradrachm (14.60 grams), Dated RY 2 (37/8 AD), obv.
ΓΑΙ[ΟΥ ΚΑΙΣΑ]ΡΟΣ ΣΕΒΑ [ΓΕΡ]ΜΑ, laureate head of
Caligula right, rev. ΑΓΡΙΠΠΕ[ΙΝΗΣ] ΑΝΤΙΟ ΜΗΤΡΟ,
draped bust of Agrippina right; B/ET (date) in right field,
and trace of dot behind bust, dotted border, (S.418, BMC
165 [p.171], Prieur 66; RPC I 4166; Wruck -. McAlee 224).
Fine and rare.
$800

4554
Nabataea, Aretas IV, (9 B.C - A.D. 40), AE 19, (4.17 grams),
obv. cojoined busts of Aretas laureate and Queen Shaqilath
to right, rev. two cornucopiae crossed, rulers names between,
(S.5699, BMC 15). Very fine.
$50

Ex Richard A. Williams Collection sold in Noble Numismatics Sale 45 (lot
1802). RPC note five coins of this variety and ten for the year. In all only
19 coins noted in RPC of tetradrachms of Caligula and Agrippina

4555*
Persian Imperial Coinage, Kingdom of, Artaxerxes I (475420 B.C.), silver siglos, (5.484 and 5.466 grams), obv. king
as bearded archer kneeling to right with spear and bow, rev.
oblong incuse punch, (S.4678, Babelon Pl.86, 11, Carradice
type IIIb). Fine - very fine, scarce. (2)
$150
4551*
Syria, Seleucis and Pieria, Antiochia ad Orontem (Antioch),
Gordian III (A.D. 238-244), billon tetradrachm, (12.0
grams), obv. laureate bust of Gordian III to right, around
AYTOK K M ANT ΓΟΡΔIANOC CEB, rev. eagle standing
facing, head to left, wreath in beak, between legs crescent
over ram, around ΔΗΜΑΡΧ ΕΞ ΥΠΑΤΟ Β, (S.3779, BMC
501, [p.211], SNG Von Post 618 [This Coin, Pl.30], Prieur
295). Fine/very fine and scarce.
$160

4556*
Persian Imperial Coinage, Kingdom of, Darius II and
Artaxerxes II (420-375 B.C.), struck in Lydia at Sardeis, silver
siglos, (5.446 and 5.588 grams), obv. king as bearded archer
kneeling to right with spear and bow, rev. oblong incuse
punch, (S.4678, Babelon Pl.86, 11, BMC 90, Carradice type
IIIb, Group C early). Fine - very fine, small flan as usual, first
with interesting obverse countermark. (2)
$160

Ex Von Post Collection, Sotheby's auction 9-10th October 1995 (lot 249
part) and Noble Numismatics Sale 66 (lot 3398).

4552*
Mesopotamia, Carrhae, Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), AE 20,
(3.870 grams), obv. laureate head to right of Caracalla,
corrupt legend around, rev. City-goddess (Tyche) to right
turreted, COL MET ANT ONINIAN around, (S.2702,
BMC 16ff. [p.85], SNG Cop. 179). Green earthy patina,
very fine and scarce.
$80

4557*
Bactria, Kingdom of, Eucratides I, (170-145 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.76 grams), obv. pith helmeted head of
Eucratides to right with dotted border ornamented with
bull's horn and ear, rev. the Dioskouroi on horseback
prancing to right, each holding spear and palm, monogram
of ΦΔΙ, in exergue ΕΥΚΡΑΤΙΔΟΥ, around above ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ
ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ, (cf.S.7570. M.1.177.ee, Bopearachchi Series
6E, SNG ANS 465). As struck, in high relief, with golden
patination on the obverse, uncirculated.
$2,500

Ex CNG with retail ticket.
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4558*
South Arabia, Sabaeans and Himyarites, under 'Amdan
Bayyin [without Yanaf], (mid 1st - 2nd century A.D.),
scyphate silver quinarius, (1.278 grams), Raidan mint, obv.
Male head to right, monogram behind, rev. male head right
with Himyarite legend around, monogram in field to right,
(S.5718, BMC 1-3 [p.71, Pl.XI, 11], SNG ANS 1602-1609).
Scyphate flan, lightly toned nearly extremely fine.
$120

4562*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Mithradates II (c.123-88 B.C.), silver
drachm, (4.16 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. long bearded
bust to left wearing tiara, star in centre, rev. archer seated
right on throne, five line inscription, (S.7372, Sellwood 28.2,
Shore 96-7). Superb, extremely fine.
$180

4559*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Mithradates I, (c.171-138 B.C.), silver
drachm, (3.924 grams), Nisa mint, obv. small bust to left
in bashlyk, rev. archer seated right on omphalos, three line
inscription N? below, (cf.S.7328, Sellwood 10.4, Shore -).
Fine/good fine and rare.
$100

4563*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Mithradates II, (c.123-88 B.C.), silver
drachms, (3.692, 4.052 grams), both from Rhagae mint, long
bearded busts to left wearing tiara, rev. archer seated right on
omphalos, five line inscriptions, (cf.S.7372, Sellwood 28.5.
28.6, Shore 98, -). Fine - nearly very fine or better. (2)
$140

Ex B.A. Seaby, London, with ticket c.1970 (£14).

Ex B.A. Seaby Limited with ticket c.January 1970 for first coin.

4560*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Mithradates II, (c.128-88 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (15.966 grams), Seleucia mint, obv. bearded
bust to left in diadem, dotted border, rev. archer seated right
on omphalos, four line inscription, palm branch to right,
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΡΣ ΑΚΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ, TV in
exergue (S.7365, Sellwood 24.4, BMC 3 [p.23], Shore 67).
Large flan nearly extremely fine, minor porosity on the
reverse, very rare, this nice.
$2,500

4564*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Orodes I, (90-77 B.C.) (Sellwood
Unknown king), silver drachm, (4.144 grams), Ecbatana
mint, obv. large size bare-headed bust to left with short beard,
wearing diadem, rev. archer seated right on throne, five line
inscription, (S.7382, Sellwood 30.14, Shore 131). Minor
cleaning on reverse required, otherwise nearly extremely
fine and scarce.
$160
Ex B.A.Seaby, London, c.1970 with ticket (£12).

4561*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Mithradates II, (123-88 B.C.), silver
drachm, (3.94 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. small bareheaded bust to left with long beard, wearing diadem, rev.
archer seated right on throne, four line inscription, (S.7370,
Sellwood 26.1, Shore 77). About as struck, extremely fine
and very scarce.
$180

4565*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Gortazes I, (95-87 B.C.), silver drachm,
(3.952 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. small bust to left with
beard, wearing tiara with horn in centre, torque ends in
dot, rev. archer seated right on throne, five line inscription,
(S.7394, Sellwood 33.3, Shore 112). Toned, good very fine/
very fine and scarce.
$120

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida.
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4570*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Orodes II, (c.57-38 B.C.) silver drachm,
(3.850 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. small size bust wearing
a diadem to left with short beard, star before, crescent over
star behind, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven line
inscription, monogram AT, anchor with rectangular trident
above behind, (cf.S.7445, Sellwood 48.9, Shore 261). Bright,
attractive good very fine.
$120

4566*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Gortazes I, (95-87 B.C.), silver drachm,
(4.182 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. small bust to left with
beard, wearing tiara with horn in centre, torque ends in dot,
stags with horns, rev. archer seated right on throne, five line
inscription, (S.7394, Sellwood 33.4, Shore 113). Toned, good
very fine and scarce.
$120
Ex B.A. Seaby, London c.1970 with ticket (£11).

4571
Parthia, Kingdom of, Orodes II, (c.57-38 B.C.) silver drachm,
(3.418 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. small size bust wearing
a diadem to left with short beard, star before, crescent over
star behind, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven line
inscription, monogram ΛΥΤ, anchor behind, (cf.S.7445,
Sellwood 48.9, Shore 261); another Phraates IV, (c.38-2
B.C.), (3.378 grams), similar eagle behind, (cf.S.7472,
Sellwood 52.10, Shore 276) another (3.690 grams). All
toned, very good - very fine. (3)
$120

4567*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Orodes II, (c.57-38 B.C.) silver
drachm, (3.722 grams), Mithradatkart mint, obv. large size
bust wearing a diadem to left with short beard, star before,
crescent behind, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven
line inscription, MT over Θ under bow, (cf.S.7443, Sellwood
47.9, Shore 241). Dirt entrapment on obverse, otherwise
good very fine and rare.
$120

Ex Baldwins 1963 with ticket for the last coin.

4572*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Orodes II, (c.57-38 B.C.) silver
drachm, (3.918 grams), Rhagae mint, obv. small size bust
wearing a diadem to left with short beard with wart, star
before, crescent over star behind, rev. archer seated right on
throne, seven line inscription, monogram ΠΡ, anchor with
line above behind, (cf.S.7445, Sellwood 48.10, Shore 262).
Bright, double struck on reverse, attractive nearly extremely
fine and rare.
$180

4568*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Orodes II, (c.57-38 B.C.) silver drachm,
(3.908 grams), Margiane mint, obv. small size bust wearing a
diadem to left with short beard, star before, crescent behind,
rev. archer seated right on throne, seven line inscription,
monogram Π, (cf.S.7443, Sellwood 47.11, Shore 242).
Nearly very fine/very fine, scarce.
$100
Ex B.A. Seaby, London, with ticket, January 1970.

4573*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Orodes II, (c.57-38 B.C.) silver drachm,
(3.978 grams), Rhagae mint, obv. small size bust wearing
a diadem to left with short beard with wart, star before,
crescent over star behind, rev. archer seated right on throne,
seven line inscription, monogram ΠΡ, anchor with line above
behind, (cf.S.7445, Sellwood 48.11, Shore 263). Bright,
attractive nearly extremely fine.
$160

4569*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Orodes II, (c.57-38 B.C.) silver drachm,
(4.046 grams), Nisa mint, obv. large size bust without
wart wearing a diadem to left with short beard, star before
crescent behind, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven
line inscription, NI below bow, (cf.S.7443, Sellwood 47.32,
Shore -). Bright, nearly extremely fine/ good very fine and
very rare.
$220
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4577*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Artabanus II, (A.D. 10-38), silver
drachm, (3.730 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium size
bust wearing a diadem to left with long pointed beard,
rev. archer seated right on throne, seven line inscription,
monogram AT over . under bow, (S.5774, Sellwood 61.7,
Shore 337). Dark tone, very fine.
$100

4574*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Phraates IV, (38-2 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (14.396 grams), Seleucia mint, year date above
CΠΣ (= 286 = 26 BC), and month VΠEP (September) below,
obv. large size bare-headed bust to left with beard, wearing
diadem, rev. king enthroned to right receiving palm branch
from Tyche holding cornucopiae, seven line inscription,
(S.7466, Sellwood 51.22, Shore 271). Good fine.
$150

Ex B.A. Seaby, London, December 1970 (£11) with ticket.

4578*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Artabanus II, (A.D. 10-38), silver
drachm, (3.88 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium size
bust wearing a diadem to left with long square beard, and
chain around neck, rev. archer seated right on throne, seven
line inscription, monogram AT over . under bow, (S.5776,
Sellwood 63.6, Shore 341). Nearly extremely fine.
$100

4575*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Phraates IV, (38-2 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (14.82 grams), Seleucia mint, issued 288-289
(Seleucid era) = 24-23 B.C., obv. large size bare-headed bust
to left with long beard, wearing diadem, wart on forehead,
rev. king enthroned to right receiving diadem from Athena
holding scepte, seven line inscription, date above, (cf.S.7469,
cf.Sellwood 52, cf.Shore 273). Nearly very fine/fine and
scarce.
$120

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida.

4579*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Gotarzes II, (A.D. 40-51), silver
drachm, (3.67 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. large size bust
wearing a diadem to left with square cut straight beard, hair
in uneven downward wave, rev. archer seated right on throne,
seven line inscription, monogram AT and dot, (S.5793,
Sellwood 65.33, Shore 364). Nearly extremely fine.
$100

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida and previously from Coin
Galleries Mail Bid Sale September 29, 1977 (lot 405) with CG packet.

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida.

4576*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Phraataces, (c.2 B.C. - A.D. 4), silver
tetradrachm, (10.27 grams), Seleucia mint, issued August
1 B.C., obv. bust to left with short beard, wearing diadem,
Nike each side of head, rev. king seated to right, holding bow,
seven line inscription, AIT below bow (year 311), uncertain
month in exergue, (cf.S.5759; cf.Sellwood 57.4, cf.Shore
214). Nearly extremely fine and rare.
$300

4580*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Vardanes II, (c.A.D. 55-58), silver
tetradrachm, (11.87 grams), Seleucia mint, issued February
month of year 369 (Seleucid era) = A.D. 58, obv. large size
bust to left with short beard, wearing diadem, rev. king
enthroned to left receiving diadem from Tyche holding
sceptre, eight line inscription, including year ΘΞΤ, and month
ΔΥΣΤΡΟΥ in exergue, (S.5799, CF.Sellwood 69.7-9, cf.Shore
383). Good very fine and unpublished month for date.
$220

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida and previously from Frank
Kovacs Mail Bid Sale V, August 31, 1984 (lot 167) with ticket.

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida and Jonathen Kern USA,
at F.U.N. Show, January 12, 1986.
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4581*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Vologases III, (c.A.D. 105-147), silver
drachm, (3.72 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium size bust
wearing a diadem to left with short square triangular pointed
long beard, hair in three waves, rev. archer seated right on
throne, seven line inscription, monogram AT and dot, (cf.
S.5831, Sellwood 78.3, Shore 413). Extremely fine.
$120

4585*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Vologases VI, (c.A.D. 208-228), silver
drachms, (3.386 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. medium size
bust wearing a tiara with neckflap, I) behind tiara, to left
with pointed long beard, rev. archer seated right on throne
represented, AT below, four line inscription, (cf.S.5876,
Sellwood 88.18, Shore 456). Toned, extremely fine.
$120

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida.

Ex B.A. Seaby with their ticket c.1970 (£13).

4582*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Vologases III, (A.D. 105-147), silver
drachm, (3.336 grams), Ecbatana mint, obv. bust to left with
pointed beard, wearing diadem, rev. archer enthroned to
right, seven line inscription, AT dot below bow, (cf.S.5831,
Sellwood 78.3, Shore 413). Toned, ragged flan, otherwise
extremely fine.
$80

4586*
Elymais, Kingdom of, Kamnaskires VI, (c.A.D. late 1st early 2nd century A.D.), billon tetradrachm, (15.056 grams),
obv. large size bust to left with long beard, wearing diadem,
crescent and star behind, rev. trace of crude male bust left,
(S.5888, BMC 14 [p.250]). Very weak on the reverse as usual,
otherwise good fine/poor and scarce.
$80

4583*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Vologases IV, (c.A.D. 147-191), billon
tetradrachm, (13.49 grams), Seleucia mint, issued February
month of year 495 (Seleucid era) = A.D. 184, month
February, obv. large size bust to left with long beard, wearing
tiara, letter B behind, rev. king enthroned to right receiving
diadem from Tyche holding sceptre, partial inscription,
including year EΠΥ, (cf.S.5857, Sellwood 84.97, cf.Shore
432). Good very fine and rare.
$150

4587*
Sasanian King, Artashir, I (A.D. 224-242), silver half drachm,
type I, (1.454 grams), obv. bearded facing bust of king,
wearing close-fitting headress with ear flaps, legend around,
rev. profile bust of father Papak to left, legend around,
(Sellwood type I, Plate I, 2 [£1000], Gobl 3, M.-). Uneven
tone, chip in edge, fine and very rare.
$250
This the first issue of the Sasanian rulers was short lived and soon replaced
by the regular fire altar type reverse. Only a few examples are known.

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida and Victor England Mail
Bid Sale September 14, 1979 (lot 31).

4584*
Parthia, Kingdom of, Vologases V, (c.A.D. 191-208), billon
tetradrachm, (13.438 grams), Seleucia mint, issued year
513 = 199-200 A.D., obv. large size bust to left with long
beard, hair bunched above diademed and behind ears, rev.
king enthroned to left receiving diadem from Tyche holding
sceptre, date ΓΙΦ between figures, (S.5870, Sellwood 87.20,
cf.Shore 447). Good fine and rare.
$100

4588*
Sasanian King, Ardashir, I (A.D. 224-240), billon tetradrachm,
(12.028 grams), obv. bearded bust to right of king, wearing
close-fitting headress with ear flaps, legend around, rev. fire
altar, without attendants (Sellwood type II, Plate I, 5, Gobl
7, M.784-6). Uneven tone, nearly very fine and rare.
$120
Ex William B. Porter USA Collection.
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4592*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Ptolemy II, (285-246 B.C.), AE 42, (71.8
grams), Alexandria mint, issued 263-2 B.C., obv. diademed
head of Zeus Ammon to right, dotted border, rev. two eagles
to left with closed wings, standing on thunderbolt, in front
cornucopiae, around ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, between
first two legs Λ, dootted border, (cf.S.7783, Sv. 479, SNG
Cop. 149, Koln 22). Slightly double struck, attractive dark
brown patination, nearly very fine and very scarce.
$250

4589*
Sasanian King, Khusru I, (A.D. 531-579), silver drachm,
(3.996 grams), obv. bust to right with crown, name in outer
margin, rev. fire altar with attendants, ST = Istakr mint year
44, (Sellwood 54, Gobl 196, M.1028-9). Very fine, scarce.
$80

4593*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Cleopatra III and Ptolemy IX, (116-107
B.C.), silver tetradrachm, Alexandria mint, struck year 4 =
114-113 B.C., (13.50 grams), obv. head of Ptolemy to right
with aegis, rev. eagle to left on thunderbolt with closed wings,
to left LΔ, to right ΠA, around ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ [ΠΤΟΛΕ]ΜΑΙΟΥ,
(cf.S.7921, Sv.1665, SNG Cop.349). Uneven tone, good very
fine and very scarce.
$220

4590*
Sasanian King, Hormazd IV, (A.D. 579-590), silver drachm,
(4.120 grams), obv. bust to right with crown, name in outer
margin, rev. fire altar, GN = Gundeshapur mint, year 12,
(Sellwood 55-6, Gobl 201, cf.M.1073-1099). Weak in places,
otherwise good very fine, scarce.
$80
4591
Sasanian, a small hoard of copper chalkous coins, mostly of
the ruler Ardashir I A.D.226-240, each of about 2 grams,
obv. bust right of ruler, rev. fire altar, (cf.M.803-6), one
piece on a square flan unusual and appears unpublished
but possibly of Shapur I (A.D.240-271). Some in need of
conservation, otherwise very good - very fine, all rare. (28)
$100

4594*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Cleopatra III and Ptolemy IX, (116-107
B.C.), silver tetradrachm, Alexandria mint, struck year 9 =
109-8 B.C., (13.23 grams), obv. head of Ptolemy to right
with aegis, rev. eagle to left on thunderbolt with closed
wings, to left LΘ above headress of Isis, to right ΠA, around
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, (cf.S.7921, Sv.1670, SNG
Cop.353). Large flan, nearly very fine, scarce.
$200

4595*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Ptolemy XII, Neos Dionysos, (80-51
B.C.), silver tetradrachm, Alexandria mint, struck year 8 =
74-73 B.C., (13.936 grams), obv. head of Ptolemy to right
with aegis, rev. eagle to left on thunderbolt with closed wings,
to left LH, to right ΠA, around ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ,
(cf.S.7946, Sv.1856, SNG Cop.382, Pitchfork -). Small flan,
very fine and very scarce.
$250
Lot 4592
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4600
Egypt, Alexandria, Nero, (A.D. 54-68), billon tetradrachms
(3), year 10 = A.D. 63-64, (11.776 grams), obv. radiate bust
of Nero, rev. Poppaea bust right, (S.2002, Koln 158, BMC
122); others year 14 = A.D. 67-68, (10.100 grams), rev. Hera
bust right, (S.2011, Koln 200, BMC 133); another similar
year 14, (9.748 grams), rev. Actian Apollo (S.2015, Koln
195, BMC 144). First coin fine, others with corrosion poor
- very good. (3)
$80

4596*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Ptolemy XII, Neos Dionysos, (80-51
B.C.), silver tetradrachm, Alexandria mint, struck year 14
= 68-67 B.C., (14.204 grams), obv. head of Ptolemy to right
with aegis, rev. eagle to left on thunderbolt with closed wings,
to left LIΔ, to right ΠA, around ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ [ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟ]Υ,
(cf.S.7946, Sv.1861, SNG Cop.385, Pitchfork -). Off centred
reverse good very fine and very scarce.
$250

Ex Roy Sansom Collection with his tickets.

4601
Egypt, Alexandria, Nero (54-68), issued year 12 = 65-66,
(10.11 grams), billon tetradrachm, rev. Alexandria bust
right, (S.2004, Koln 172, Milne 238); Claudius II, (A.D.
268-270), billon tetradrachm, year 1 = A.D. 268-269, (8.59
grams), obv. laureate and cuirassed bust of Claudius II to
right, around AVT K ΚΛΑΥΔΙΟ C CEB, rev. L A to right,
eagle standing to right, head left, holding wreath in beak,
(S.11407, BMC 2331, Milne 4225, Koln 3015); Diocletian,
(A.D. 284-305), year 9 = 292-3, rev. Elpis standing left with
flower, (Milne 5063, Koln 3261). Fine - good very fine. (3)
$100

4597*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Ptolemy XII, Neos Dionysos, (80-51
B.C.), silver tetradrachm, Alexandria mint, struck year 16
= 66-65 B.C., (13.972 grams), obv. head of Ptolemy to right
with aegis, rev. eagle to left on thunderbolt with closed wings,
to left LIC, to right ΠΑ, around ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ,
(cf.S.7946, Sv.1863, SNG Cop.387, Pitchfork -). Good very
fine and very scarce.
$250

4602*
Egypt, Alexandria, Claudius II, (A.D. 268-270), billon
tetradrachm, year 3 = A.D. 270-271, (10.152 grams), obv.
laureate and cuirassed bust of Claudius II to right, around
AVT K ΚΛΑΥΔΙΟ C CEB, rev. L Γ across, eagle standing to
right, head left, holding wreath in beak, (S.4743, BMC 2334,
Milne 4287, Koln 3046) another similar (7.716 grams), rev.
eagle to right, L Γ across, (Koln 3047, Milne 4291). Very
fine - good very fine. (2)
$100

4598*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Ptolemy XII, Neos Dionysos, (80-51
B.C.), silver tetradrachm, Alexandria mint, struck year
18 = 64-63 B.C., (14.134 grams), obv. head of Ptolemy
to right with aegis, rev. eagle to left on thunderbolt with
closed wings, to left LIH, to right ΠΑ, around ΒΑ[ΣΙΛΕΩΣ]
ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, (cf.S.7946, Sv.1865, SNG Cop.389,
Pitchfork -). Very fine and very scarce.
$250

4603
Egypt, various rulers, billon tetradrachms of Claudius II,
269-270 (Koln 3028), 270-1 (Koln 3046); Aurelian 272-3
(Koln 3078), 274-5 (Koln 3096); Carinus Caesar, 282-3
(Koln 3172); Diocletian, 285-6 (Koln 3213-5); Maximian,
285-6 (Koln 3278), 287-8 (Koln 3295-7); others (6) and a
Roman AE follis of Constans. Several plated in silver other
corroded, otherwise fair - very fine. (15)
$120

4599*
Egypt, Kingdom of, Ptolemy XII, Neos Dionysos, (80-51
B.C.), silver tetradrachm, Alexandria mint, struck year 19
= 63-62 B.C., (14.356 grams), obv. head of Ptolemy to right
with aegis, rev. eagle to left on thunderbolt with closed wings,
to left LIΘ, to right ΠΑ, around ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ,
(cf.S.7946, Sv.1866, SNG Cop.390, Pitchfork -). Very fine
and very scarce.
$250

4604
Ancient Greek and Roman, in copper, includes Tiberius AE
as, rev. caduceus S C either side issued A.D. 36-7, (cf.S.1771,
RIC 65); Nerva, as, rev. Aequitas, (S.3060); Maximianus
antoninianus (S.3611); others (2), Carthage AE (S.6509);
Ionia, Ephesos, Caracalla, AE 22, rev. Tyche standing
left, (SNG Cop.431). All with dark patnation, first with
corrosion, very good - good very fine. (7)
$100
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4608
Palestine, Judaea, Herod I, (40 - 4 B.C.), copper prutah, AE
15, (S.5539, H.500); Herod Archelaus, (4 B.C. - 6 A.D.),
copper prutah, (S.5539, H.505); Roman Procurator of
Judaea, Marcus Ambibulus under Augustus, (A.D. 9-12),
copper prutah, (2.542 grams), obv. ear of barley surrounded
by Greek inscription, rev. eight branched palm tree, across
traces of L ΛΘ = year 39 = A.D. 9, (S.5607, H.636 [101];
First Jewish Revolt, year 3 = 68-69, obv. amphora, rev. vine
leaf (S.5640, H.664 [126], AJC 20 [p.261]) (2). Very good
- fine. (5)
$100

BIBLICAL COINS

4605*
Palestine, Athenian derivative silver obol, (0.732 grams),
issue c.4th century -332 B.C., obv. head of Athena to right
wearing ivy crested helmet, rev. owl standing to right, head
facing, in erect posture, olive twig behind, to right, ΑΘΕ,
all in incuse square, (cf.S.2541, SNG ANS 15). Toned,
slightly off centred obverse, good fine/good very fine and
very rare.
$150

4609*
Palestine, Roman Procurator of Judaea, Antonius Felix under
Claudius, (A.D. 52-59), copper prutah, (2.342 grams), obv.
in wreath tied with X at bottom in four lines, IOY/ ΛΙΑ ΑΓ/
ΡΙΠΠΙ/ NA, (Julia Agrippina wife of Claudius), rev. two
crossed palm branches, around [TI ΚΛΑΥΔΙΟ]C KAICAP
ΓER[M] (Tiberius Claudius Caesar Germanicus), below
date across L IΔ, L IΔ = year 14 = A.D. 54), (S.5625, H.651
[116], AJC II Supplement V, No.32, Meshorer 232). Slightly
off centred on the reverse, otherwise very fine with a clear
date reading, scarce.
$100

Ex William B. Porter Collection with his ticket and possibly from the Nablus
Hoard of 1968 (ICGH 1504).

4606*
Samaria, Satrap issue, (375-345 B.C.), silver obol, (0.484
grams), obv. head of female (Arethusa) facing, border of dots,
rev. bearded male head to left with crested Athenian helmet,
to left in Aramaic, traces of SMRYN, (Meshorer & Qedar
"Coinage of Samaria" (CS), CS 8 (30 known), and Samaria
Hoard No.97 (CS), (This Coin illustrated and described).
Very fine for issue, and very rare.
$250

Ex Harry Abramowitz Family Collection, Superior Galleries (USA) auctions
December 8, 1993 (lot 456 part).

Ex Samaria Hoard (No.97) and Sotheby, Zurich Sale, October 27-8, 1993
(lot 989 part). This lot gives an opportunity to acquire an example from
the famous "Samaria Hoard" published in Meshorer & Qedar "Coinage of
Samaria in the Fourth Century BCE", Jerusalem, 1991. Every coin in that
hoard is illustrated with enlargements and this hoard together with a few
other finds became the basis of establishing the existence of a series in an
era never previously recognised in the published literature. The legend which
reads Samaria, remains uncertain, whether it means the city, the province or
the state, or a combination of these meanings. By c.400 B.C, the Samaritans
were still considered Jewish and as such were approached by the Jews of
Elephantine. The Samaritan high priests and governors in the 5th and 4th
century B.C. in the Elephantine documents bear Jewish names. The final
separation between the Samaritans and the Jews probably took place a few
years after the Samarian hoard's burial (c.346-5 B.C.). Consequently this
small group of coins effectively form part of a collection of Biblical coins.

4610*
Palestine, Roman Procurator of Judaea, Antonius Felix under
Claudius, (A.D. 52-59), copper prutah, (2.200 grams), obv. in
wreath tied with X at bottom in four lines, IO[Y]/ ΛΙΑ [ΑΓ]/
ΡΙΠ[ΠI/ NA], (Julia Agrippina wife of Claudius), rev. two
crossed palm branches, around TI ΚΛ[ΑΥ]ΔΙΟC KA[ICAP
ΓΕRM] (Tiberius Claudius Caesar Germanicus), below date
across L IΔ, L IΔ = year 14 = A.D. 54), (S.5625, H.651 [116],
AJC II Supplement V, No.32, Meshorer 232). Weak in places,
otherwise good fine with a clear date reading, scarce.
$60
Ex Harry Abramowitz Family Collection, Superior Galleries (USA) auctions
December 8, 1993 (lot 456 part).

4607
Palestine, Judaea, John Hyrcanus I (Yehohanan), (134-104
B.C.), copper prutah, (1.766 and 2.190 grams), obv. legend
in Hebrew four lines (Yehohanan the High Priest and the
Council of the Jews) with wreath, rev. double cornucopiae
adorned with ribbons, pomegranate between, (S. 6098,
H.457, AJC I, Group N); Mattathias Antigonus, (40-37
B.C.), copper one prutah, (1.510 grams), obv. wreath with
leaves in groups of three, inscription in two lines in Hebrew
MTT YK (Mattityah), rev. double cornucopiae, with ribbons,
within a ear of barley, (S.6105, H.483, BMC 57-58, AJC Y1
[p.159, Pl.55], SNG ANS 192-4, Meshorer 33). First coin
very fine, reverse off centred, but very clear ethnic, second
coin well centred with minor spotting on the obverse; third
coin good fine and scarce. (3)
$130

4611*
Palestine, Roman Procurator of Judaea, Antonius Felix under
Claudius, (A.D. 52-59), copper prutah, (3.132 grams), obv.
two oblong shields and two spears crossed, around NEPW
Κ[ΛAU KAIC]AP], (Nero Claudius Caesar, son of Claudius),
rev. palm tree six branches, and two bunches of dates,
[BPIT] above (Brittanicus, second son of Claudius), below
date across L I[Δ]/KAI, L IΔ = year 14 = A.D. 54), (S.5626,
H.652 [117], AJC II Supplement V, No.29, Meshorer 233).
Off centred, otherwise fine with a weak date and only partial
obverse legend reading, scarce.
$80

Ex William B. Porter Collection with his tickets.

Ex Harry Abramowitz Family Collection, Superior Galleries (USA) auctions
December 8, 1993 (lot 456 part).
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4612
Palestine, Roman Procurator of Judaea, Antonius Felix under
Claudius, (A.D. 52-59), copper prutah, (2.476 grams), obv.
two oblong shields and two spears crossed, around NEPW
ΚΛ[AV KAIC]AP, (Nero Claudius Caesar, son of Claudius),
rev. palm tree six branches, and two bunches of dates,
BPI[T] above (Brittanicus, second son of Claudius), below
date across L I[Δ]/KA[I], L IΔ = year 14 = A.D. 54), another
(1.782 grams), (S.5626, H.652 [117], AJC II Supplement
V, No.29, Meshorer 233). First with off centred obverse,
otherwise very fine with a weak date, second with flaw on
reverse otherwise fine, both scarce. (2)
$120

part

4615
Palestine, Judaea, Roman Administration, Issue to
Commemorate Roman victory in Judaea, Titus, (A.D. 79-81),
AE 22, Caesarea mint, Judaea Capta coinage, obv. laureate
head to right, rev. Nike to right inscribing shield hanging
on palm tree, partial inscription, another Domitian, (A.D.
81-96), AE 22, obv. Domitian head left, rev. Minerva and
standard to left, (S.785, 886, H.743, 749); and Rome, Julia
Maesa, (A.D. 218-222), AE as, (9.776 grams), rev. Fecunditas
seated to left, holding cornucopiae, (cf.S.2189, RIC 411,
C.12) (illustrated). First two with porous surfaces, both
needing conservation, otherwise good - fine. (3)
$80

Ex Harry Abramowitz Family Collection, Superior Galleries (USA) auctions
December 8, 1993 (lot 456 part).

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 54 (lot 1826) and Noble Numismatics Sale
69 (lot 2004).

4613*
Palestine, Roman Procurator of Judaea, Porcius Festus under
Nero, (A.D. 59-62), copper prutah, (2.142 grams), obv. in
wreath tied with X at bottom in three lines, NEP/ WNO/C,
(Nero), rev. palm branch, around LE KAICAPOC (Caesar
year 5), L E = year 5 = A.D. 58), (S.5627, H.653 [118], AJC
II Supplement V, No.35, Meshorer 234). Weak in places,
otherwise nearly very fine with a very clear date reading.
$100

ROMAN REPUBLICAN SILVER COINS

Ex Harry Abramowitz Family Collection, Superior Galleries (USA) auctions
December 8, 1993 (lot 456 part).

4616*
Anonymous Series, (shortly after 211 B.C.), silver victoriatus,
(3.008 grams), Rome mint, obv. laureate head of Jupiter to
right, border of dots, rev. Victory to right, crowning trophy,
in exergue ROMA, dotted border, (S.49, Cr.44/1 or 53/1,
Syd. 83). Good fine.
$80

4614*
Palestine, Judaea, First Revolt, (A.D. 66-70), silver shekel,
issue struck year 2 = A.D. 67-68, (14.02 grams), obv. chalice
with pearl rim of ten small pearls, around in Hebrew "shekel
of Israel", "Year two" above chalice, rev. stem with pearled
bottom and three pomegranates, legend around in Hebrew
"Jerusalem the holy" (S.5629, Meshorer 151 [p.154,
Pl.XIX], H.659 [121], BMC 7-9, SNG ANS 421-424).
Extremely fine and rare.
$2,000

4617*
Anonymous Series, (207 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(4.092 grams), obv. Roma helmeted head right, X behind,
rev. Dioscuri to right, ROMA in linear frame, crescent
above, (cf.S.39 [£60 VF], Cr.57/1, Syd.220 and 266). Very
fine and rare.
$150

4618*
Anonymous Series, (157-156 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.812 grams), obv. Roma helmeted head right, X
behind, rev. Victory in biga to right, [ROMA] in exergue,
(S.76 [£140 EF], Cr.197/1a, Syd.376). Very fine.
$120
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4619*
C. Scribonius, (c.154 B.C.), silver denarius (3.494 grams),
obv. Roma helmeted head to right, X behind, rev. Dioscuri
to right, C. SCR below, ROMA in exergue, (S.79, Cr.201/1,
Syd.380, Scribonia 1); another Anonymous issue, (c.2nd
century B.C.), silver denarius, (2.068 grams), obv. Roma
helmeted head to right, rev. Victory in quadriga to left with
palm branch, (S.-, Cr.-, Syd. -). Fine; very fine, the first scarce,
the second unpublished. (2)
$160

4623*
L. Julius, (141 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.728
grams), obv. Roma helmeted head right, XVI behind, rev.
Dioscuri on horseback to right, L.IVLI below, [ROMA] in
exergue, (S.100, Cr.224/1, Syd.443). Even grey patina, very
fine and rare.
$150
Only 27 obverse dies used for this coinage according to Crawford.

Although of good style the second coin is probably a Celtic imitation.

4624*
Ti. Veturius, (137 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.818
grams), obv. bust of Mars to right, X and TI VET monogram
behind, rev. youth kneeling between two warriors, ROMA
above, (S.111 [£65 VF], Cr.234/1, Syd.527). Small flan as
usual, very fine and scarce.
$120

4620*
L. Cupiennius, (147 B.C.), silver denarius (3.854 grams),
Rome mint, obv. Roma helmeted head to right, X below
chin, cornucopiae behind, rev. Dioscuri to right, L.CVP
below horses, ROMA in exergue, (S.94, Cr.218/1, Syd.404).
Very fine and scarce.
$140

4625*
M. Marcius, Mn.f., (134 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.776 grams), obv. Roma head right, * below chin, modius
behind, rev. Victory in biga, M.MAR C monogram below
divided by two corn ears, RO MA in exergue, (S.122,
Cr.245/1, Syd.500). Good very fine/very fine and scarce.
$150

4621*
C. Antestius, (146 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.284
grams), obv. Roma helmeted head right, C ANTESTI behind,
X under chin, rev. the Dioscuri to right, dog running to
right below, ROMA in exergue, (S.95 [£150 EF], Cr.219/1e,
Syd.411, B.Antestia 1). Light grey patina, good fine and
scarce.
$100

4626*
P. Maenius Antiaticus, M.f., (132 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.826 grams), obv. Roma helmeted head right,
* behind, rev. Victory in quadriga to right, with wreath,
P.MAE ANT ligated below, ROMA in exergue, (S.126 [£50
VF], Cr.249/1, Syd.492, RSC Maenia 7). Very fine or better
and scarce.
$140

4622*
M. Junius Silanus, (145 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.620 grams), obv. Roma helmeted head right, ass's head
behind, X before, rev. Dioscuri to right, M.IVNI below.
ROMA in exergue, (S.96, Cr.220/1, Syd.408, RSC Junia 8);
M. Lucilius Rufus, (c.101 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.726 grams), obv. Roma helmeted head right, PV behind,
all within laurel wreath, rev. Victory in biga to right, RVF
above, M.LVCILI in exergue, (S.302, Cr.324/1, Syd.599, RSC
Lucilia 1). Last slightly bent, otherwise fine - very fine. (2)
$100

4627*
C. Porcius Cato, (c.123 B.C.), silver denarius (3.884
grams), obv. Roma helmeted head to right, X behind neck,
rev. Victory in biga to right, C. CATO below, ROMA in
exergue, (S.149 [£45 VF], Cr.274/1, Syd.417). Off centred,
good very fine.
$140

The last coin is part of a large number of Victory issues which are at this time
linked to the military activities of C. Marius who defeated the Teutones and
Ambrones at Aquae Sextiae in 102 and the Cimbri at Vercellae in 101.
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4633*
M. Aurelius Scaurus, (118 B.C.), silver denarius, Narbo
mint, (3.696 grams), obv. Roma head to right wearing
Phrygian helmet, [M A]VRELI around, *, ROMA behind,
rev. Bituitus in biga to right, SCAVRI, below, [L.L]IC. CN.
DOM in exergue, (S.157 [£55 VF], Cr.282/1, Syd.523, RSC
Aurelia 20). Toned, serrated edge, banker's mark on helmet,
good fine.
$100

4628*
M. Fannius C.f., (123 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.904 grams), obv. Roma head right, X below, [RO]MA
behind, rev. Victory in quadriga right, [M.FAN.C.F.] ligated
in exergue, (S.150, Cr.275/1, Syd. 419). Small flan, very
fine.
$80

4629*
Q. Minucius Rufus, (c.122 B.C.), silver denarius (3.894
grams), obv. Roma helmeted head to right, X below chin,
RVF behind, rev. Dioscuri to right, Q. MINV below, ROMA
in exergue, (S.152, Cr.277/1, Syd.421). Good very fine and
scarce.
$150

4634*
L. Pomponius Cn.f., (c.118 B.C.), silver denarius, Narbo
mint, (3.754 grams), obv. Roma helmeted head to right,
L.POMPONI CNF around, x behind, rev. Bituitus in biga
to right, L.LIC.CN.DO[M] in exergue, (S.158, Cr.282/4,
Syd.520, Pomponia 7). Minor scratches, serrated edge,
otherwise very fine or better and scarce.
$140
48 obverse dies used on this coinage according to Crawford.

4630*
C. Plutius, (c.121 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.84
grams), obv. Roma helmeted head right, X behind, rev.
Dioscuri to right, C.PLVTI below. ROMA in exergue, (S.153,
Cr.278/1, Syd.410 & 414). Very fine and scarce.
$120

4635*
M.Sergius Silus, (116-115 B.C.), silver denarius, (3.938
grams), obv. Roma helmeted head right, EX SC before,
ROMA * behind, rev. horseman galloping left, with sword
and barbarian head, Q/M.SERGI below, [SILVS] in exergue,
(S.163, Cr.286/1, Syd.534, Sergia 1). Good very fine.
$150

4631*
M. Tullius, (c.120 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.790
grams), obv. Roma helmeted head right, ROMA behind, rev.
Victory in quadriga to right, M.TVLLI in exergue, (S.221
[£45 VF], Cr.280/1, Syd.531, B.Tullia 1). Very fine.
$100

4636*
M. Cipius, M.F., (115-114 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.964 grams), obv. Roma helmeted head right, M.CIPI.M.F.
before, X behind, rev. Victory in biga to right, rudder below,
ROMA in exergue, (S.166, Cr.289/1, Syd.546). Nearly
extremely fine and scarce.
$140

4632*
M.Furius L.f. Philus, (c.119 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.826 grams), obv. laureate head of Janus, around
M.FOVRI.[L.F], rev. Roma standing left erecting trophy,
ROMA to right, PHLI monogram in exergue, (S.156 [£55
VF], Cr.281/1, Syd.529, RSC Furia 18). Toned, off centred
obverse, good very fine, scarce.
$160

4637*
C. Fonteius, (114-113 B.C.), silver denarius, (3.756 grams),
obv. Janus head, N to left, * to right, rev. galley with pilot
and three rowers, C.FONT ligated below, ROMA in exergue,
(S.167, Cr.290/1, Syd.555). Surface roughness, otherwise
very fine and scarce.
$150
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4642*
T. Manlius Mancinus, Appius Claudius Pulcher, and Q.
Urbinius, (111-110 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.902
grams), obv. Roma helmeted head to right, object behind, rev.
Victory in triga to right, T.MAL [AP CL] Q VR in exergue,
(S.176 [£140 EF], Cr.299/1b, Syd.570a). Weak on reverse,
otherwise good very fine.
$120

4638*
L. Philippus, (c.113-112 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.814 grams), obv. Head of Philip V of Macedon to right,
wearing royal Macedonian helmet, Φ under chin, ROMA
monogram above, rev. equestrian statue to right, flower
below horse, base inscribed, L.PHILIPPVS, * in exergue,
(S.170 [£80 VF], Cr.293/1, Syd.551, RSC Marcia 12).
Reverse with some hoard patina, test mark on obverse,
otherwise good very fine and rare.
$120
28 obverse dies used on this coinage according to Crawford.

4643*
C. Claudius Pulcher, (110-109 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (4.074 grams), obv. Roma helmeted head to right, rev.
Victory in biga to right, C.PVLCHER in exergue, (S.177
[£140 EF], Cr.300/1, Syd.569, RSC Claudia 1). Nearly
extremely fine.
$180

4639*
L. Philippus, (c.113-112 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.94 grams), obv. Head of Philip V of Macedon to right,
wearing royal Macedonian helmet, Φ under chin, ROMA
monogram above, rev. equestrian statue to right, flower
below horse, base inscribed, L.PHILIPPVS, * in exergue,
(S.170, Cr.293/1, Syd.551). Toned, very fine or better and
rare.
$120

4644*
Q. Lutatius Cerco, (109-108 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.93 grams), obv. Roma or Mars helmeted head right,
ROMA above, * behind, CERCO weak before, rev. galley
to right within oak wreath, Q LVTATI / Q above, (S.182,
Cr.305/1, Syd.559, RSC Lutatia 2). Toned, good very fine
and very scarce.
$300

4640*
Cn. Blasio Cn.f. (112-111 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.842 grams), obv. Scipio Africanus the Elder or Blasio,
helmeted head to right, * above, [CN.BLASIO.CN.F] below
and before, branch behind, rev. Jupiter standing between
Juno and Minerva, ROMA in exergue, AB monogram in
right field, (S.173 [£80 VF], Cr.296/1h, Syd.561c, RSC
Cornelia 19a). Very fine/nearly very fine and scarce.
$140

4645*
Q. Lutatius Cerco, (109-108 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.682 grams), obv. Roma or Mars helmeted head
right, ROMA above, * behind, CERCO before, rev. galley
to right within oak wreath, Q LVTATI / Q above, (S.182
[£60 VF], Cr.305/1, Syd.559, RSC Lutatia 2). Toned, very
fine and very scarce.
$160

4641*
Ti. Quinctius, (112-111 B.C.), silver denarius, (3.860 grams),
obv. Hercules bust to left from behind, holding club at
shoulder, rev. two horses to left, TI Q divided by a rat, below
D.S.S on tablet, (S.174, Cr.297/1, Syd.563, B.Quinctia 6).
Toned, nearly very fine and rare.
$120

4646*
L. Valerius Flaccus, (108-107 B.C.), silver denarius, obverse
brockage, Rome mint, (3.890 grams), obv. Bust of Venus,
winged and draped to right, * below chin, rev. incuse version
of the obverse, (S.183, Cr.306/1, Syd.565, RSC Valeria 11).
Toned, good very fine and very rare as a brockage.
$160
402

4651*
Pub. Lentulus Marceli f. (c.100 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.846 grams), obv. young Hercules bust to right,
wearing lion's skin, club over shoulder, B before, shield
above, ROMA below, rev. Roma standing facing being
crowned by Genius, B to left, LENT MA[R.F.] in exergue, all
within laurel wreath, (S.208 [£65 VF], Cr.329/1b, Syd.604a,
RSC Cornelia 25a). Good fine and scarce.
$120

4647*
M. Herennius, (108-107 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.80 grams), obv. Piety head to right, behind PIETAS,
control mark ./C before, rev. Catanaean running right
bearing father on shoulders, M.HERENNI on left, (S.185,
Cr.308/1a, Syd.567, RSC Herennia 1). Toned, extremely
fine/good very fine and rare.
$300
EX Duke of Northumberland Collection and Frank Kovacs with his
ticket.

4652*
L. Caecilius Metellus, (c.96 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.530 grams), obv. Apollo head to right, star below,
L.METEL behind, A.ALB.S.F. before, rev. Roma seated to left
on shields, Victory stands behind crowning her, [C.]MALL
on left, ROMA in exergue, (S.220, Cr.335/1a, Syd.611).
Good very fine/fine.
$100

4648*
M. Herennius, (108-107 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.712 grams), obv. Piety head to right, behind PIETAS,
rev. Catanaean running right bearing father on shoulders,
M.HERENN[I] on left, control mark E to right, (S.185 [£75
VF], Cr.308/1b, Syd.567a, RSC Herennia 1a). Light obverse
scratch, otherwise good very fine.
$140

4649*
L. Memmius Galeria, (c.106 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.594 grams), obv. Saturn laureate head to left,
ROMA and harpa behind, rev. Venus in biga to right, Cupid
flies above, M.MEMMI/GAL in exergue, O. before horses,
(S.190, Cr.313/1c, Syd.574a, Memmia 2a). Serrated edge,
very fine, scarce.
$120

4653*
C. Malleolus, (c.97 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.828
grams), obv. Mars helmeted head to right, * below chin,
rev. warrior or hero standing to left, foot on cuirass, prow
to left with grasshopper above, C.MAL before, a tabella
behind with letter b in one compartment, (S.217, Cr.335/3g,
Syd.615c, Poblicia 7). Good fine/nearly very fine and very
scarce.
$150

4650*
L. Sentius, (c.101 B.C.), silver denarius, incuse brockage,
Rome mint, (3.674 grams), obv. Roma helmeted head to
right, ARG PVB behind, rev. incuse version of the obverse,
(S.203, Cr.325/1a, Syd.600a). Bright, large flan, good very
fine and very rare as a brockage.
$200

4654*
C. Allius Bala, (c.92 B.C.), silver denarii, Rome mint, (3.576
grams), obv. diademed head of female deity (Diana?) to right,
BALA behind, crescent below chin, rev. Diana in biga of stags
to right, dolphin below, C.ALLI in exergue, (S.221 [£55 VF],
Cr.336/1c, Syd.595, RSC Aelia 4). Toned, very fine, scarce.
$120
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4659*
L. Titurius L.f. Sabinus, (89 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.790 grams), obv. bare head of king Tatius to right,
SABIN behind, palm before, rev. Tarpeia facing, buried
to her waist in shields, with raised hands, trying to thrust
off two soldiers casting their shields at her, star in crescent
above, L.TITVRI in exergue, (S.252 [£65 VF], Cr.344/2b,
Syd.699, B.Tituria 4). Weak in places, otherwise very fine
or better and scarce.
$150

4655*
D. Silanus L.f., (c.91 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.980 grams), obv. Salus diademed head to right, SALVS
below, B before, all within ornamental torque, rev. Victory
on biga to right, ROMA below, D.SILANVS L.F. in exergue,
(S.223 [£65 VF], Cr.337/2c, Syd.645a, RSC Junia 18a). Good
very fine, very scarce.
$160

4660*
Cn. Lentulus Clodianus, (88 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.886 grams), obv. Mars helmeted bust right, seen
from behind, rev. Victory in biga to right, [C]N LENTVL
in exergue, (S.254, Cr.345/1, Syd.702, Cornelia 50). Toned,
weak in places, otherwise nearly very fine.
$80

4656*
L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi, (90 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (4.07 grams), obv. Apollo laureate head to right, S and
Y across, rev. naked horseman galloping to right holding
palm branch, L.PISO FRVGI, caduceus above, V below,
(S.235, Cr.340/1, RSC Calpurnia 12). Attractive tone, good
very fine, a rare sub type.
$300

4661*
C. Marcius Censorinus, (88 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.684 grams), obv. jugate heads of Numa Pompilius
and Ancus Marcius to right, rev. two horses galloping right,
rider on nearest one, spear to right below, [C.]CENSO in
exergue, (S.256 [£60 VF], Cr.346/1d, Syd.713a, B.Marcia
18). Toned, very fine and scarce.
$100

4657*
C. Vibius C.f. Pansa, (90 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.854 grams), obv. small laureate head of Apollo to right,
PANS[A] behind, arrow symbol under chin, rev. Minerva
in quadriga to right, C. VIBIVS C F. in exergue, (S.242,
Cr.342/5b, Syd.684, B.Vibia 1). Slightly off centred on the
obverse, toned, otherwise good very fine.
$150

4662*
L. Rubrius Dossenus, (87 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.930 grams), obv. Jupiter laureate head to right, sceptre
and DOSSEN behind, rev. triumphal chariot to right with
small Victory standing on it, L RVBR[I] in exergue, (S.258,
Cr.348/1, Syd.705, Rubria 1). Very fine/nearly very fine.
$120

4658*
C. Vibius C.f. Pansa, (90 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.730 grams), obv. large laureate head of Apollo to
right, PANSA behind, [symbol] under chin, rev. Minerva
in quadriga to right C. VIBIVS C F. in exergue, (S.242,
Cr.342/5b, Syd.684, B.Vibia 21). Slightly off centred on the
obverse, otherwise toned very fine.
$120

4663*
L. and C. Memmius, L.f. Galeria, (87 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.796 grams), obv. laureate head of Saturn
to left, EX SC behind, rev. Venus in biga to right, holding
sceptre, L.C.MEMIE[S. L.F.]/GA[L] in exergue, (S.262 [£160
EF], Cr.349/1, Syd.712, B.Memmia 8). Off centred, weakly
in places otherwise very fine - extremely fine.
$130

Lot 4659
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4668*
Pub. Crepusius, (82 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.516 grams), obv. Apollo laureate head to right, sceptre
over shoulder, T behind, symbol below chin, rev. horseman
galloping to right, hurling spear, CCVII behind, P. CREPVS[I]
in exergue, (S.283 [£50 VF], Cr.361/1c, Syd.738a, B.Crepusia
1). Off centred obverse, very fine, scarce.
$140

4664*
Gargilius, Ogulnius and Vergilius, (c.86 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.70 grams), obv. Jupiter (or Apollo Vejovis)
head to right, with oak wreath, thunderbolt below, rev.
Jupiter in quadriga to right, (S.266, Cr.350A/2, Syd.723,
B.i) 226). Nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$140

4669*
C. Mamilius Limetanus, (c.82 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.860 grams), obv. Mercury bust to right, caduceus
behind, AT monogram above, rev. Ulysses walking to right,
his dog before, C. MAMIL behind, LIMETAN before, (S.282
[£85 VF], Cr.362/1, Syd.741, RSC Mamilia 6). Serrated edge,
good very fine and very scarce.
$150

4665*
L. Julius Bursio, (c.85 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.896 grams), obv. Genius (or Apollo Vejovis) bust laureate
to right, trident and LXXII behind, rev. Victory in quadriga
to right, CO below L. IVLI. BVRSIO in exergue, (S.268,
Cr.352/1c, Syd.728c, B.Julia 5b). Weak in places, otherwise
good very fine.
$140

A total of 100 obverse dies has been calculated by Crawford for this
issuer.

4670*
C. Annius T.f. T.n. with C. Tarquitius P.f., (c.82-81 B.C.),
silver denarius, North Italy and Spain mint, (3.736 grams),
obv. Anna Perenna diademed head to right, scales below
chin, C. ANNIVS.T.F. T.N. PRO. COS. EX SC around, rev.
Victory in galloping biga to right, XV above, Q below, C.
TARQVITI. P.[F.] in exergue, (S.292 [£80 VF], Cr.366/4,
Syd.749, RSC Annia 1). Good fine, very scarce.
$140

4666*
C.Licinius L.f.Macer, (84 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.732 grams), obv. diademed bust of Apollo to left, viewed
from behind, brandishing a thunderbolt, rev. Victory in
quadriga to right, C LICINIVS L F / MACER in exergue,
(S.274, Cr.354/1, Syd.732, B. Licinia 16). Large flan with
off centred reverse, weak in places otherwise very fine or
better, scarce.
$140

A total of 31 obverse dies has been calculated by Crawford for this type.

4671*
Q. Fabius Maximus, (restored issue), (82 or 80 B.C.), silver
denarius, Rome mint, (3.864 grams), obv. Apollo laureate
head to right, lyre before, *, [ROMA] behind, [Q MAX]
below chin, rev. cornucopiae with thunderbolt all within
wreath, (S.295 [£100 VF], Cr.371/1, Syd.718, RSC Fabia
6). Off centred obverse, weak in places, otherwise very
fine and rare.
$150

4667*
P. Furius Crassipes, (c.84 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.686 grams), obv. turreted head of the City to
right, AED CVR and deformed foot downwards behind,
rev. [P.FOVRIVS] on curule chair, CRASSIPES in exergue,
(S.275 [£55 VF], Cr.356/1c, Syd.735b, RSC Furia 19).
Nearly very fine.
$140

Less than 10 obverse dies used on this issue. An unusual issue struck as a
restored issue of the consul of 127 B.C. as a propaganda type for the proSullan faction. Its purpose was perhaps to enable Sulla to issue a civil coinage
without appointing a new triumvirate of moneyers for 82 B.C. or perhaps
to celebrate the restoration of the Republic in 80 B.C. after the abdication
of the dictatorship.
Lot 4668
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4676*
Ti. Claudius, (c.79 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.862
grams), obv. Diana bust to right bow and quiver on shoulder,
S.C. before, rev. Victory in biga to right, A.I below, [TI]
CLAVD. TI.F/[A]P. N in exergue, (S.310, Cr.383/1, Syd.770,
B.Claudia 5). Serrated edge, gouge from centre of reverse as
apparent on several coins of this hoard, otherwise extremely
fine and scarce.
$120

4672*
C. Marius C.f. Capito, (81 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.820 grams), obv. Ceres draped bust to right, hair
bound in corn-wreath, CAPIT CXXXVIII around, rev.
husbandman plowing to left, with yoke of oxen, CXXXVIII
above, C MARI C.[F] over S [C] in exergue, (S.300 [£60
VF], Cr.378/1c, Syd.744b, B.Maria 9). Serrated edge, nearly
very fine and rare.
$150

4673*
L. Procilius, (c.80 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.638
grams), obv. Jupiter laureate head to right, S.C. behind, rev.
Juno Sospita walking to right, hurling spear and holding
shield, L.PROCI[LI]/ F, behind, (S.306 [£185 EF], Cr.379/1,
Syd.771, B.Procilia 1). Very fine and scarce.
$120

4677*
M. Volteius M.f., (c.78 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.668 grams), obv. head of Jupiter laureate to right, rev.
temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, M.VOLTEI. M.[F]. in exergue,
(S.312 [£75 VF], Cr.385/1, Syd.774, B. Volteia 1). Nearly
very fine/fine and very scarce.
$100

This issue was authorised by special decree of the Senate - senatus consulto
(S C on the coins).

4678*
M. Volteius M.f., (c.78 B.C.), silver denarius, (3.558 grams),
Rome mint, obv. head of young Hercules to right, wearing
lion skin, rev. the Erymanthian boar running to right, M.
VOLTEI. M.F. in exergue, (S.313 [£110 VF], Cr.385/2,
Syd.775, B. Volteia 2). Even grey patina, slightly off centre
on the obverse, nearly very fine and rare.
$100

4674*
L. Procilius, (c.80 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.58
grams), obv. Juno Sospita head to right wearing goat's skin,
S.C. behind, rev. Juno Sospita in biga to right, serpent below
horses, L.PROCILI F in exergue, (S.307 [£175 EF], Cr.379/2,
Syd.772, B.Procilia 2). Serrated edge, toned, nearly extremely
fine, scarce.
$200

Only 20 obverse dies used on this type as calculated by Crawford.

4679*
M. Volteius M.f., (c.78 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(4.008 grams), obv. head of Liber or Bacchus to right,
wearing ivy wreath, rev. Ceres standing in chariot to right
drawn by two serpents, control symbol behind, M.VOLTEI.
M.F. in exergue, (S.-, Cr.385/3, Syd.776, B. Volteia 3). Very
fine and very scarce.
$120

4675*
C. Naevius Balbus, (c.79 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.450 grams), obv. Venus diademed head right, S.C.
behind, rev. Victory in triga, LXXI above, C. NAE BALB in
exergue, (S.309, Cr.382/1b, Syd. 769b, B.Naevia 6); another
L. Rutilius Flaccus, (77 B.C.), (3.584 grams), obv. Roma
head right, rev. Victory in biga right, L.RVTILI in exergue,
(S.318, Cr.387/1, Syd. 780). Both toned, first with serrated
edge, otherwise fine - very fine, scarce. (2)
$120

Ex Dr. Charles E. Weber Collection and bought from Jonathern Kern
February 28, 1992.
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4684*
M. Plaetorius M.f. Cestianus, (69 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.852 grams), obv. male head of Mercury to
right, rev. winged caduceus, [CES]T EX S C on left, M.
PLAETOR[I] to right, (S.344, Cr.405/5, Syd.807, B.Plaetoria
5). Good fine and scarce.
$120

4680*
M. Volteius M.f., (c.78 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.658 grams), obv. bust of Attis or young Corybas to right,
wearing laureate helmet, rev. Cybele seated in chariot to right
drawn by two lions, uncertain letters above, M.VOLTEI.
M.[F.] in exergue, (S.315 [£80 VF], Cr.385/4, Syd.777,
B. Volteia 4). Slightly off centred, otherwise very fine and
rare.
$150
Only 68 obverse dies used on this type as calculated by Crawford.

4685*
M. Plaetorius M.f. Cestianus, (69 B.C.), silver denarius,
Rome mint, (3.868 grams), obv. Cybele turreted bust to
right, forepart of lion behind shoulder, globe under chin,
CESTIAN[VS] behind, rev. M. PLAETORIVS AED CVR
EX S.C., curule chair facing, snake on left, (S.350, Cr.409/2,
Syd.808, B.Plaetoria 3). Grafitti on obverse field, otherwise
nearly very fine and scarce.
$120

4681*
C. Egnatius Cn.f.Cn.n. Maxsumus, (c.75 B.C.), silver
denarius, Rome mint, (3.952 grams), obv. Liberty with
diadem, draped bust to right, cap and [MA]XSVMVS
behind, rev. Jupiter and Liberty within distyle temple, CN.N
on right, C. EGNATIVS. CN.F in exergue, (S.327 [£140
VF], Cr.391/3, Syd.787, RSC Egnatia 2). Toned, good fine
and rare.
$200
Only 30 obverse dies used on this type as determined by Crawford.

4686*
L. Cassius Longinus, (63 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.52 grams), obv. Vesta veiled draped head to left, kylix
behind, L before, rev. male standing left, dropping tablet
inscribed V, into a cista, [L]ONGIN III V behind, (S.364
[£185 EF], Cr.413/1, Syd.935, B.Cassia 10). Weak in places,
otherwise nearly extremely fine/good very fine and very
scarce.
$220

4682*
C. Postumius, (c.74 B.C.), Rome mint, (3.338 grams), obv.
Diana draped bust to right bow and quiver at shoulder,
rev. hound running right, spear below, C.POSTVMI/TA in
exergue, (S.330 [£65 VF], Cr.394/1a, Syd.785, RSC Postumia
9). Toned, off centred reverse, good very fine, very scarce.
$120

4687*
M. Aemilius Scaurus and P. Plautius Hypsaeus, (c.58 B.C.),
silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.75 grams), obv. king Aretas
kneeling beside camel to right, M.SCAVR and AED CVR
above, [REX ARETAS in exergue, EX to left, SC to right],
rev. Jupiter in quadriga to left, [P.HY]PSAE[VS] / AED CVR
above, CAPTV on right, C.HYPSAE COS/ PREIVER in
exergue, scorpion below horses, (S.379 [£50 VF], Cr.422/1b,
Syd.913, RSC Aemilia 8). Grey tone, off centred obverse,
otherwise good very fine and rare.
$150

4683*
L. Cossutius C.f. Sabula, (c.74 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.520 grams), obv. Medusa head to left, winged and
entwined with serpents, SABALA behind, rev. Bellerophon
hurling spear on Pegasus to right, XXX behind, [L.]
COSSVTI. C.F below, (S.331 [£150 VF], Cr.395/1, Syd.790,
RSC Cossutia 1). Bright, nearly very fine and very rare.
$180
Only 30 obverse dies used by this moneyer as indicated by Crawford.
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4692*
Q. Sicinius, (c.49 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.86
grams), obv. Fortune diademed head to right, FORT before,
P.R. behind, rev. Q. SICINIVS III VIR, caduceus and palm
in saltire, laurel wreath above, (S.410, Cr.440/1, Syd.938,
B.Sicinia 5 [o50]). Bright, extremely fine and rare.
$300

4688*
Q. Cassius Longinus, (c.55 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.480 grams), obv. Vesta veiled head to right, VEST before,
Q. CASSIVS behind, rev. curule chair within circular temple
of Vesta between urn and voting tablet inscribed AC, (S.389
[£90 VF], Cr.428/1, Syd.917, RSC Cassia 9). Toned, very
fine or better and rare.
$200
36 obverse dies used for this coinage as calculated by Crawford.

4693*
Man. Acilius Glabrio, (c.49 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.98 grams), obv. Salus laureate head to right,
SALVTIS upwards behind, rev. Valetudo (Salus) standing
left leaning against column and holding serpent, around
MN ACILIV[S I]II VIR VALETV, (S.412, Cr.442/1a,
Syd.922, RSC Acilia 8). Bright and weak in places, otherwise
extremely fine and rare.
$300

4689*
P. Fonteius P.f. Capito, (c.55 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, 3.866 grams), obv. Mars helmeted draped bust to
right, trophy behind, P. FONTEIVS. P.F. CAPITO III. [VIR]
around, rev. warrior on horseback thrusting spear at Gaul,
slaying a third soldier, MN. FONT. TR. MIL, around above,
(S.392 [£200 EF], Cr.429/1, Syd.900, RSC Fonteia 17). Off
centred reverse, toned, very fine and rare.
$250
60 obverse dies used for this coinage as calculated by Crawford.

4694*
C. Vibius C.f.C.n. Pansa Caetronianus, (48 B.C.), silver
denarius, Rome mint, (3.922 grams), obv. Mask of Pan,
[PANSA] below, pedum behind, rev. Jupiter Axurus seated
to left, C.VIBIVS C.F.C.N. behind and IOVIS AXVR before,
(S.420 [£75 VF], Cr.449/16, Syd.948, B.Vibia 19). Grey
patina, nearly very fine and scarce.
$120

4690*
Cn. Plancius, (c.55 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.782
grams), obv. Diana Planciana to right wearing petasus, CN
PLANCIVS [AED CVR S.] C. around, rev. Cretan goat to
right, bow and quiver behind, (S.396 [£200 EF], Cr.432/1,
Syd.933, B. Plancia 1). Light surface scratches on obverse,
otherwise nearly very fine and rare.
$150
Gnaeus Plancius, a friend of Cicero, strikes as curule aedile. The type recall his
military service in Crete, under the proconsul Q.Metellus. A better example
in Sale 75 lot 1973 realised $540 +15%.

4695*
Mn. Cordius Rufus, (46 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.800 grams), obv. conjoined diademed heads of the Dioscuri
to right, each surmounted by a star, RVFVS III V[IR] below
and behind, rev. Venus Verticordia standing left, holding
scales and sceptre, Cupid on her shoulder, MN CORDIV[S]
behind, (S.440 [£60 VF], Cr.463/1b, Syd.976c, RSC Cordia
1). Lightly toned, nearly very fine and very scarce.
$130

4691*
Q. Pompeius Rufus, (c.54 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.83 grams), obv. Q. POMPEI Q F /RVFVS above curule
chair between arrow and laurel wreath, COS below on
tablet, rev. SVLLA COS above curule chair between lituus
and wreath, [Q P]OMPEI RVF below on tablet, (S.400
Cr.434/2, Syd.909, B.Pompeia 5). Bright, extremely fine
and rare.
$300
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4696*
C. Considius Paetus, (46 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(4.052 grams), obv. Venus laureate and diademed head to
left, PAE[TI] behind, rev. Victory in quadriga with palm to
left, C.CONSIDI in exergue, (S.456 [£85 VF], Cr.465/4,
Syd.993, RSC Considia 7). Bright, weak in places, good very
fine and very scarce.
$120

part

4699
Mark Antony, (32-31 B.C.), silver denarius, mint moving
with Mark Antony, obv. praetorian galley to right with
rowers etc., around [ANT AVG] III VIR. R.P.C., rev.
legionary eagle between two standards, LEG VI below,
(S.1479, Cr.544/19, Syd.1223, C. Mark Antony 33); C.
Vibius C.f. Pansa, (90 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint,
obv. large laureate head of Apollo to right, rev. Minerva
in quadriga to right [C.] VIBIVS C F. in exergue, (S.242,
Cr.342/5b, Syd.684, B.Vibia 2); Philip II, (A.D. 247-249),
silver antoninianius, Rome mint, obv. radiate bust to right,
around IMP PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. goat walking left, around
SAECVLARES AVGG, III in exergue, (S.9275, RIC 224, RSC
72); Constantius II, (A.D. 337-361), Constantinople mint,
obv. bust to right, rev. soldier advancing left spearing fallen
horsenman, around FEL TEMP RE PARATIO, Γ and dot
above, in exergue CONSI,rev. as above, in exergue ANΔ, Γ
in left field above, (S.4054) (illustrated). Last weak in places
but extremely fine, others very good - fine. (4)_
$120

Crawford has determined that 63 obverse dies were used for this type.

4697*
P. Clodius M.f.Turrinus, (42 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome
mint, (3.914 grams), obv. Apollo head laureate to right, lyre
behind, dotted border, rev. Diana Lucifera standing facing
holding two long torches, bow and quiver at shoulder, P
CLODIVS before M.F. on left, (S.492 [£70 VF], Cr.494/23,
Syd.1117, RSC Claudia 15). Toned, good very fine and
scarce.
$120

ROMAN IMPERIAL SILVER & BRONZE COINS

part

4698*
Cassius, (43-42 B.C.), plated silver denarius, mint (Smyrna)
moving with Brutus and Cassius, (2.90 grams), obv. diademed
head of Liberty to right, C. CASSI. IMP LEIBERTAS around,
rev. jug and lituus, LENTVLVS SPINT below, (S.1447,
Cr.500/3, Syd.1307, C. Cassius 4); Man. Aemilius Lepidus,
(114-113 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.63 grams),
obv. Roma laureate and diademed head to right, ROMA
before, * behind, rev. equestrian statue on triumphal arch,
LEP between arches, MN. AEMILIO around, (S.168,
Cr.291/1, Syd.554, B. Aemilia 7) (illustrated); C. Norbanus,
(c.83 B.C.), silver denarius, Rome mint, (3.70 grams), obv.
diademed head of Venus to right, C. NORBANVS below,
CXXXVIIII behind, rev. ear of corn, fasces and caduceus
within dotted border, (S.278, Cr.357/1b, Syd.739, B.
Norbana 2). First coin lacquered and once broken in two now
repaired, this fine - very fine, second coin uneven tone, nearly
extremely fine, third coin fine/very fine with scratches. (3)
$200

4700*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), AE as, Rome mint, issued 7
B.C. by M. Maecilius Tullus, (10.67 grams), obv. bare head
to right of Augustus around CAESAR AVGVST PONT MAX
TRIBVNIC POT, rev. M MAECILIVS TVLLVS III VIR A
A A F F around large SC, (S.1684, RIC 435, C.448, CBN
483). Brown patina, with obverse corrosion, otherwise nearly
fine/fine and with the Boyd ticket.
$120
Ex Spink London bought December (11) 1891, and William C. Boyd
Collection sold by Baldwin's Auctions September 26, 2005 (lot 195 part).
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4701*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), AE quadrans, Rome mint,
issued 5 B.C. by Apronius, Galus, Messalla and Sisenna, the
IIIviri monetales, (2.34 grams), obv. APRONIVS GALVS III
VIR around SC, rev. SISENNA MESSALLA AAAFF around
altar, (S.1701, RIC 448 variant); Caligula, (A.D. 37-41), AE
quadrans, Rome mint, (2.70 grams), obv. C CAESAR DIVI
AVG PRON AVG, S C divided by pileus, rev. PON M TR P
IIII P P COS TERT around R C C, (S.1804, RIC 52, BMC
64); Claudius, (A.D. 41-54), AE quadrans, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 41, (2.57 grams), obv. hand left holding pair of scales P
N R between, around TI CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG, rev. S
C in centre around PON M TR P IMP P P COS II, (S.1865,
RIC 91, BMC 181). Mostly very fine all scarce. (3)
$200

4704*
(Tiberius), Germania Superior, second part of reign of Tiberius
(A.D. 14-37), (11.30 grams), AE as with countermark of
TIB AVG (IB and AV ligated) within a separate square on
a Tiberius as Caesar AE As of c.9-14 A.D. from Rome
mint, on an As with Tiberius head right and altar reverse,
(Martini, cf.No.48, Pangerl Collection of Countermarked
Imperial coins cf.type 56b, 57], host coin RIC 238a or 245
[p.58]); another countermarked for Moesia and Thrace (4.81
grams) in the Flavian period of Vespasian and Titus (c.69-81
A.D.), struck on a AE dupondius of Augustus an issue of
uncertain magistrate c.18-15 B.C., with countermark of AVG
(Augustus) and TI CA (retrograde, Titus Caesar Augustus),
(Martini, No 37, Pangerl Collection of Countermarked
Imperial coins type 83 and 89/90, host coin, cf.RIC 374).
Countermarks, fine - very fine, host coin fair - nearly fine
and both very rare. (2)
$150

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida, first from B.A.Seaby
London, August 22, 1973 (with tickets).

Neither Martini nor Pangerl have this countermark. It could be slightly
barbarous in form but clearly placed on the coin only a decade or two after
striking. The countermarked letters seem to mean TIB AV or maybe TIB
IMP (Tiberius Augustus or Imperator), The host type coin was widely used
and overstruck on Pangerl types 50 and 57. It was in the Germania area
that this countermark was applied to circulating worn coinage. The second
coin is an issue of Augustus c.18-15 B.C. but is of uncertain magistrate on
a dupondius with these countermarks, both countermarks occur on other
dupondii. The two countermarks are not reported for a retrograde TI CA
and most issues of TI CA and AVG are coupled together, several are noted
in the Pangerl collection.

4702*
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), AE as, posthumous issue,
Rome mint, issued under Tiberius, issued A.D. 15-16, (10.26
grams), obv. radiate head of Augustus to left, thunderbolt
before, around DIVVS AVGVSTVS PATER, rev. Livia
seated to right holding patera and sceptre, S C across field,
(S.1788, RIC 72, BMC 151). Nearly fine, scarce with the
Boyd ticket.
$200
Ex W.S.Lincoln (early London dealer) c.1890, and William C. Boyd Collection
sold by Baldwin's Auctions September 26, 2005 (lot 201 part).

4703
Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), AE as, posthumous issue,
Rome mint, issued under Tiberius, issued A.D. 22-30,
(10.35 grams), obv. radiate head of Augustus to left, DIVVS
AVGVSTVS PATER, rev. PROVIDENT in exergue, S C across
field, altar enclosure with double panelled door, (S.1789, RIC
81, BMC 146); Tiberius, (A.D. 14-37), AE AS, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 10-12, (9.51 GRAMS), obv. Tiberius bare head
to right, around [TI] CAESAR AV[GVST F IMP[ERAT V],
rev. around [PONTIFEX TRIBVN P]OTESTATE XII, S C
in centre, (S.1755, RIC 469, BMC 271); Drusus, son of
Tiberius, (died A.D. 23), AE as, Rome mint, issued under
Tiberius, A.D. 22-23, (9.87 grams), obv. bare head of Drusus
to left, around traces of DRVSVS CAESAR TI AVG F DIVI
AVG N, rev. PONTIF TRIBVN POTEST ITER traces around,
S C across field in centre, (S.1794, RIC 45, BMC 99, C.2).
Very good - fine. (3)
$150

4705*
Drusus, son of Tiberius, (died A.D. 23), AE as, Rome mint,
issued under Tiberius, A.D. 22-23, (10.24 grams), obv. bare
head of Drusus to left, around DRVSVS CAESAR TI AVG F
DIVI AVG N, rev. PONTIF TRIBVN POTEST ITER around,
S C across field in centre, (S.1794, RIC 45, BMC 99, C.2).
Green and brown patina, good fine and scarce.
$200
Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida.

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida.
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4706*
Agrippa, (died 12 B.C.), posthumous issue struck by Caligula
(A.D. 37-41), AE as, (10.17 grams), obv. M AGRIPPA L F
COS III, head to left wearing rostral crown, rev. S C, across,
Neptune standing to left, holding dolphin and trident,
(S.1812, RIC 58 (Caligula), C.3). Even dark brown patina,
fine.
$120

4708*
(Caligula), Germania Superior, period of Caligula (A.D. 3741), (10.10 grams), AE as with countermarks of IMP AVC
(MP and AV ligated) and TIB IM, both within separate squares
on an Augustus AE as of 7-6 B.C. of M. Salvivs Otho from
Rome mint, (Martini, No.15 [for both countermarks] and
cf.49, Pangerl Collection of Countermarked Imperial coins
type 53 and 57 only one noted to carry both countermarks],
host coin RIC 431); another countermarked for Germania
Inferior (6.17 grams), AE as, on a Claudius issue of rev.
Constantia standing left, 41-50 A.D., with countermark
of BON for (Bonum - good), this an issue for the Flavien
period (69-79 A.D.), (Martini, No -, Pangerl Collection of
Countermarked Imperial coins type 42g, host coin, RIC 95
or 111). Countermarks fine - very fine, host coin fair - fine
and both rare. (2)
$150

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida.

Martini notes the letters which he believes to mean TIB IMP (Tiberius
Imperator) and IMP AVG (Imperator Augustus). He notes this issues as
struck on generally issues of Augustus or Claudius respectively. Martini
places the issue of these types to the period of Caligula and Vespasian and
Titus. It was in a Germania area that this countermark was applied to
circulating worn coinage. The Pangerl collection contained one example of
each of these countermarks on only one coin each. Most issues known are
of similar weight.

4707*
Germanicus, son of Nero Claudius Drusus, (born 15 B.C.,
died A.D. 19), AE dupondius, Rome mint, issued under
Caligula, A.D. 37-41., (13.48 grams), obv. GERMANICVS
CAESAR, Germanicus in triumphal quadriga, with sceptre,
rev. SIGNIS RECEPT [D]EVICTIS GERM, large SC below,
Germanicus standing left, right hand raised, holding
legionary eagle in left hand, (S.1820, RIC 57, C.7, CBN
140, BMC 93) (illustrated); Gaius (Caligula), (A.D. 37-41),
AE as, Rome mint, issued A.D. 40-41, (9.85 grams), obv.
bare head of Caligula to left, around C CAESAR DIVI AVG
PRON AVG P M TR P IIII P P, rev. VESTA above, Vesta
seated to left, veiled and draped seated on ornamental throne,
holding patera and transverse sceptre, S C across field, (cf.
S.1803, RIC 54, BMC 72); Antonia, mother of Claudius,
(died A.D. 37), AE dupondius, Rome mint, issued A.D. 4142, (9.27 grams), obv. bare head of Antonia to right, around
[ANTO]NIA AVGVSTA, rev. [TI CLAV]DIVS CAESAR AVG
PM TR P IMP, Claudius standing veiled and togate standing
to left, holding simpulum, SC across in field, (S.1902, RIC
92, BMC 166, C.6). Very good - good fine, all with some
porosity, last with Tiber patina. (3)
$150

4709
Antonia, mother of Claudius, (died A.D. 37), AE dupondius,
Rome mint, issued A.D. 41-42, (10.06 grams), obv. bare head
of Antonia to right, around A[NTONIA] AV[GVSTA], rev.
[TI CLAVDIVS CAESA]R AVG PM TR P IMP, Claudius
standing veiled and togate standing to left, holding simpulum,
SC across in field, (S.1902, RIC 92, BMC 166, C.6); Agrippa,
(died 12 B.C.), posthumous issue struck by Caligula (A.D.
37-41), AE as, (10.15 grams), obv. M AGRIPPA L F C[OS
III], head to left wearing rostral crown, rev. S C, across,
Neptune standing to left, holding dolphin and trident,
(S.1812, RIC 58 (Caligula), C.3). Surface roughness on
obverse, with Tiber patina for first coin, otherwise very
good - fine. (2)
$100

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida for all coins, first from the
Henry Christenson Inc. Auction 9 March 30, 1973 (lot 60).

4710*
Nero, (A.D. 54-68), silver denarius, issued c.65, Rome mint,
(2.532 grams), obv. laureate head to right of Nero, around
NERO CAESAR AVGVSTVS, rev. temple of Vesta, VESTA
above, (S.1946, RIC 62, BMC 104, RSC 335). About fine
and scarce.
$250
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4711*
Nero, (A.D. 54-68), AE As, Lugdunum mint, issued A.D.
67, (10.36 grams), obv. laureate head of Nero to left, around
[NERO CLA]VDIVS CAES[AR AVG GERM P M TR P], rev.
large S C to left and right across, altar with panelled door in
front, PROVIDENT below, (cf.S.1789 [Augustus postumous
for reverse type, RIC -, cf.C.235, cf.BMC 391 note describes
such an example). Slightly off centre on obverse, otherwise
fine and extremely rare.
$250

4713*
(Nero or later), Germania Superior, early period of Nero
(A.D. 54-68), (9.47 grams), AE as with countermarks of TI
AV (AV ligated) within a separate square on an Agrippa AE
as of c.40 A.D. from Rome mint, (Martini, No.42, Pangerl
Collection of Countermarked Imperial coins type 54 only
one noted to carry this countermark {54g}], host coin RIC
58 [p.112]); another countermarked for Pannonia (7.76
grams) in the period of Gaius and Claudius (c.37-54 A.D.)
and maybe early into the reign of Nero, AE dupondius of
Augustus an issue of Q. Aelius Lamia issued 18-17 B.C.,
with countermark of CAE (Caesar) and PP (Pater Patriae)
(both in oval), (Martini, No 37, Pangerl Collection of
Countermarked Imperial coins type 77 and 81, host coin,
RIC 324). Countermarks, fine - very fine, host coin fair nearly fine and both very rare. (2)
$150

BMC in its discusion within the footnote to another coin No.391 [page 276]
comments, that the coin is "quite clearly exceptional, the head is laureate as
on the Roman as but the style seems to be clearly Lugdunum". It is a hybrid
being "obverse of the reign of Nero, rev. of the reign of Tiberius". Mattingly
further notes as "The chief point of interest is that [it] supports the suggestion
made in the [BMC] introduction that the `Divus Augustus Pater' coinage had
a particular connexion with Gaul". Needless to say the coin is of exceptional
importance and rarity and is only known by a poorer example of this type
in the Denmark National collection in Copenhagen.

Martini notes for the first coin the countermarked letters which he believes
to mean TI AV (Titus? Augustus with some hoard evidence suggesting period
79-83 A.D.), but because of uniformity of overstriking on Gaius and Claudius
period issues it also may suggest much earlier during the reign of Nero.
Martini suggests the countermark may be imitative. It was in a Germania
area that this countermark was applied to circulating worn coinage. The
Pangerl collection contained one example only on an Agrippa as. The second
coin is an issue of Augustus c.18-17 B.C. but is not listed for this magistrate
on a dupondius with these countermarks, but both countermarks occur on
other dupondii. The two countermarks are reported on only one example
in the Pangerl collection.

4712*
Nero, (A.D. 54-68), AE As, uncertain Balkan mint, issued
A.D. 64-68 and probably issued before mid 66, (9.99
grams), obv. laureate head of Nero to right, around NERO
CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG [GERM P M TR P], rev. S C
across, eagle on globe, (S.-, RIC 439 [1st edn only, citing
example in Gotha], C.-, BMC -). Dark green patina, good
fine and extremely rare.
$300

4714*
Vitellius, (A.D. 69), silver denarius, issued 69, Rome mint,
(3.05 grams), obv. laureate head to right of Vitellius, around
A VITELLIVS GERM IMP AVG TR P, rev. Vesta veiled seated
to right on throne, holding patera and sceptre, around PONT
MAXIM, (S.2200, BMC 34, RIC 20, RSC 72). Toned, fine
and scarce.
$180

RIC Volume I (1st edition) notes the example in Gotha and introduces this as
an unusual type, known apparently from single examples. In the RIC second
edition a small section at the end of the Nero listing describes Uncertain
(Balkan?) Mint. He notes them as an issue with several other coins as semiofficial aes which are striking Latin - legended coins in a Greek - speaking
area and probably in the frontier area occupied by the legions in Upper and
Lower Moesia which lay far from other aes mints (a semi-official military
mint). MacDowall in Num. Chron. 1960 (pp.106 ff) illustrates the Gotha
example (cited above) and list four others in the museums at Copenhagen,
Sofia, Warsaw and Leningrad. All seem to have the same unique obverse
legend and of similar style and fabric.

4715*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), AE dupondius, Lugdunum mint,
issued A.D. 77-8, (12.79 grams), obv. laureate head of
Vespasian to right, around IMP CAES VESPASIAN AVG
COS VIII P P, rev. around FIDES PVBLICA, Fides standing
to left, holding patera and cornucopiae, (S.2347, RIC 753b,
C.166). Brown patina, fine/very fine and rare.
$120

Lot 4713 part
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4716
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), AE dupondius, Lugdunum mint,
issued A.D. 77-8, (12.61 grams), obv. radiate head of
Vespasian to right, around IMP CAES VESPASIAN AVG
COS VIII P P, rev. Victory advancing to left, holding shield
inscribed [S P Q R], S C across, (S.-, RIC 757, C.466); another
similar dupondius Lugdunum mint issued A.D.72-3, (10.21
grams), obv. laureate head of Vespasian to right, around
IMP CAES VESPASIAN AVG COS IIII, rev. FORTVNAE
REDVCI around, SC across in field, Fortuna standing left
holding rudder on globe and a cornucopiae, (cf.S.2348, RIC
739, C.195); another AE as, Lugdunum mint, issued A.D.
74, (8.29 grams), obv. laureate head of Vespasian to right,
around IMP CAESAR VESPASIAN AVG COS VIII P P,
rev. AEQVITAS AVGVSTI, Aequitas standing left, holding
scales and rod, (cf.S.2356, RIC 758, C.6). Nearly fine or
better. (3)
$100

4718*
(Vespasian - Titus), Moesia & Thrace, period of Vespasian
and Titus (A.D. 69-79; 79-81), (6.68 grams), AE as with
countermarks of TI.C.AE and AVG, both within separate
squares, together two other uncertain countermarks on
an AE As, (Martini, No.6 and 50, Pangerl Collection of
Countermarked Imperial coins type 83 and 90 almost all
are reported carry both countermarks]); another similar
(3.88 grams) with TI.C.A countermark on AE as, (type 89
Pangerl); another (5.60 grams) on an Augustan dupondius of
uncertain issue with the countermark of CAE (for Caesar) of
(type 77 Pangerl). Countermarks very good - very fine, host
coin poor - fair all rare, the last particularly so. (3)
$140
See note above. The Pangerl collection contained 2 dupondii with the CAE
countermark on the coin.

4717*
(Vespasian - Titus), Moesia & Thrace, period of Vespasian
and Titus (A.D. 69-79; 79-81), (4.95 grams), AE as with
countermarks of TI CAE and AVG, both within separate
squares on an Augustus AE as from Ephesus mint, (Martini,
No.6 and 50, Pangerl Collection of Countermarked Imperial
coins type 83 and 90 almost all are reported carry both
countermarks], host coin RIC 486); another similar (5.29
grams), AE dupondiius on an Augustus issue of C.Asinius
Gallus of 16 - 15 B.C., with countermark of TI.CAE and
AVG, this a similar issue, (Martini, No 6 nd 50, Pangerl
Collection of Countermarked Imperial coins type 83 and
90, host coin, RIC 372). Countermarks very fine, host coin
fair - fine and both rare. (2)
$120

4719*
(Vespasian - Titus), Moesia & Thrace, period of Vespasian
and Titus (A.D. 69-79; 79-81), (9.12 grams), AE as with
countermarks of TI.C.AE and AVG, both within separate
squares on an Augustus AE as from Ephesus mint, (Martini,
No.6 and 50, Pangerl Collection of Countermarked Imperial
coins type 83 and 90 almost all are reported carry both
countermarks], host coin RIC 486); another countermarked
for Pannonia (9.41 grams), AE as, on an Augustus issue
of M. Maecilius Tullus of 7 - 6 B.C., with countermark of
MP and for IMP (ligated), this an issue for the period of
Claudius (41-54 A.D.), (Martini, No -, Pangerl Collection
of Countermarked Imperial coins type 79, host coin, RIC
435). Countermarks very fine, host coin fair - fine and both
rare. (2)
$150

Martini notes the letters which he believes to mean TI(tus?) C(aesar)
A(ugustus) and AVG(ustus). He notes this issues as struck on generally issues
of Augustus as is this issue with SC in centre or the "Ephesus" type. Martini
places the issue of this type to the period of Vespasian and Titus. It was in a
Thrace-Moesia area that this countermark was applied to circulating worn
coinage. The Pangerl collection contained 19 examples of these countermarks
on the Ephesus coin . Most issues known are of similar weight. The second
coin is noted in the Pangerl collection for only 6 coins (90 c-h).

See note above. The Pangerl collection contained 19 examples of these
countermarks on one coin. Most issues known are of similar weight. The
second coin is noted in the Pangerl collection for only one coin (79d) and
although most evidence suggests the Claudian period but can date as late
as the Flavian period.

Lot 4718 part
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4723*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), silver cistophorus, Ephesus mint,
issued A.D. 82, (11.094 grams), obv. laureate head of
Domitian to right, around IMP CAES DOMITIAN AVG P
M COS VIII, rev. legionary eagle between two standards,
(S.2718 [£325 VF, £800 EF], RIC 226, RSC 667). Striking
edge flaw, good very fine and rare.
$600

4720*
Vespasian - Antoninus Pius, annonymous Roman copper
quadrans, period of Domitian to Antoninus Pius, (1st - 2nd
century A.D.), (3.056 grams), obv. winged petasus, rev.
caduceus and S C, (RIC 32 [p.219]); another (2.174 grams),
obv. Griffin to right, rev. tripod and S C (RIC 27 [p.218],
another (2.632 grams), obv. Minerva right, rev. owl to right
and S C (RIC 7, [p.216]); another of Vespasian (A.D. 69-79),
issued A.D.76, (2.536 grams), obv. IMP VESPASIAN AVG,
rudder on globe, rev. P M [TR P]PP COS VII, S C winged
caduceus, (RIC 586). Fine - very fine and scarce. (4)
$150

4724*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 93-94, (3.418 grams), obv. laureate head of Domitian
to right, around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM P M TR P
XIII, rev. around IMP XXII COS XVI CENS P P P, Minerva
standing to right on vessel with owl at feet, in fighting pose
holding javelin and shield, (cf.S.2735 [£160 EF], BMC 216,
RIC 176, RSC 284). Nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$220

4721*
Titus, (A.D. 79-81), AE As, Rome mint, issued 76 as Caesar,
(9.23 grams), obv. laureate head to right, around T CAESAR
IMP COS V, rev. AEQVITAS AVGVST, SC across in field,
Aequitas standing to left holding scales and sceptre, (cf.
S.2473, RIC 676, C.3). Dark green patina, very fine and
scarce.
$200

The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 632 coins of
Domitian, but only 5 coins of this variety.

4725*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), silver denarius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 94-5, (3.544 grams), obv. laureate head of Domitian
to right, around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM P M
TR P XIIII, rev. around IMP XXII COS XVII CENS P P P,
Minerva standing to left, holding spear, (cf.S.2736 [£160
EF], BMC 226, RIC 189, RSC 286). Full flan, toned, well
centred extremely fine and scarce.
$240

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida.

Ex Dr. Charles E. Weber Collection. The Reka Devnia hoard contained
81,044 silver denarii and 632 denarii of this ruler but only 3 examples of
this variety.

4722*
(Titus), from Moesia & Thrace, period of Titus (A.D. 79-81),
(11.64 grams), AE 25 with countermarks of AVG (twice),
TI.CAE (AE ligated, TI{tius} CAE{SAR}) and helmet on
the obverse, a dolphin right on the reverse, on Augustus
AE As from Ephesus (RIC 486), (Martini, Nom.6, Pangerl
Collection of Countermarked Imperial coins, countermark
types No. 83, 90, 95 and 98). Countermarks very fine,
host coin very good and very rare with all these known
countermarks.
$120

4726*
Domitian, (A.D. 81-96), AE as, Rome mint, issued A.D.
85, (10.05 grams), obv. laureate head of Domitian to
right, around IMP CAES DOMIT AVG GERM COS XI,
rev. around MONETA AVGVST, Moneta standing to left,
holding scales and cornucopiae, S C across field, (cf.S.2807,
RIC 270). Attractive dark green patina, nearly extremely
fine, and very scarce in this condition.
$1,000

Martini notes the letters which he believes to mean TI(tus?) Cae(sar) and
Aug(ustus) which Martini notes are always closely associated and further
notes the issues as struck on generally issues of Augustus from Ephesus.
Martini places the the countermark of dolphin and helmet as an earlier
issue but still in the period of Vespasian and Titus. It was in a ThraceMoesia area that these countermarks were applied to circulating worn
coinage. The Pangerl collection contained very few examples with all these
countermarks. Type 95 with dolphin are those mostly found with these
additional countermarks.

Ex Baldwins London, Auction Sale September 2006 (lot 183).
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4727
Domitian, (A.D.81-96), AE quadrans, issued 81-82, Rome
mint, (2.59 grams), obv. helmeted head of Minerva to right,
IMP DOM AVG, rev. S C within laurel wreath, (S.2823, RIC
436, BMC 485, C.-); Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), AE quadrans,
issued 101, Rome mint, (2.57 grams), obv. laureate head to
right of Trajan, around IMP CAES TRAIAN AVG GERM,
rev. boar standing to right, S C in exergue, (cf.S.3248, RIC
695, BMC -, C.-). Fine - very fine, both scarce. (2)
$140

4730*
Trajan, (A.D.98-117), AE sestertius, Rome mint, issued 103111, (25.44 grams), obv. laureate bust of Trajan to right,
drapery on far shoulder, [IMP CAES NERV]AE TRAIANO
AVG GER DAC P M TR P COS V [PP], rev. Annona standing
to left holding corn-ears over modius and cornucopiae,
prow of ship to right, [S P Q R OPTIM]O PRINCIPI, boat
below, S C across, (S.3195, RIC 492, C.469). Weak on part
of legends, otherwise good fine and scarce.
$120

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida and Henry Christensen Inc,
Auction Sale 9, March 30, 1973 (lot 111) for the second coin.

4731*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), AE dupondius, Rome mint, issued
101, (13.99 grams), obv. radiate head of Trajan to right,
around IMP CAES NERVA TRAIAN AVG GERM P M,
rev. Justitia seated to left on chair formed by two crossed
cornucopiae, holding sceptre, around TR POT COS IIII P
P, S C in exergue, (S.3225, RIC 428, C.639). Dark brown/
green patina, extremely fine/nearly extremely fine and very
scarce.
$350

4728*
Nerva, restoration coinage of Nerva in honour of Divus
Augustus, (A.D. 96-98), AE dupondius, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 96, (11.46 grams), obv. radiate head of Augustus to
right, around DIVVS AVGVSTVS, rev. around IMP NERVA
CAES AVG REST , S C in exergue, rudder superimposed
on a globe, (S.3079 [£120 F], RIC 131, BMC 154, C.568
[Augustus]). Bronze patina, some corrosion on obverse field,
otherwise fine and rare with Boyd ticket.
$150
Ex W.C. Lincoln (a London dealer), March 1890 (7/-) and the William C.
Boyd Collection, sold Baldwin's Auction, September 26, 2005 (lot 201
part).

4732*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), AE as, Rome mint, issued 98-99,
(10.61 grams), obv. laureate head of Trajan to right, around
IMP CAES NERVA TRAIAN AVG GERM P M, rev. Victory
standing to left, holding palm branch and shield inscribed S P
Q R, around TR POT COS II P P, S C across field, (S.3242,
RIC 395, C.614). Brown patina, very fine and scarce.
$150

4729*
Nerva, (A.D. 96-98), AE As, Rome mint, issued A.D. Jan.
- Sept. 97, (10.760 grams), obv. laureate head of Nerva to
right, around IMP NERVA CAES AVG P M TR P COS III P
P, rev. around AEQVITAS AVGVST, Aequitas standing left,
holding scales and cornucopiae, (S.3060, RIC 77, C.7). Dark
green patina, good fine/fine and scarce.
$100

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida and Henry Christensen
Inc, Auction Sale 9, March 30, 1973 (lot 109).

4733*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 137, Rome
mint, (3.27 grams), obv. laureate head to right of Hadrian,
around HADRIANVS AVG COS III P P, rev. FELIC I TAS
AVG around, Felicitas standing to left holding branch and
caduceus, (cf.S.3489, RIC 234, BMC 608, RSC 615). Grey
tone, nearly extremely fine, and scarce.
$250
The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 5892 coins of
Hadrian, it contained 28 coins of this type.

Lot 4730
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4734*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), silver denarius, issued 136, Rome
mint, (3.216 grams), obv. laureate head to right of Hadrian,
around HADRIANVS AVG COS III P P, rev. RESTITVTORI
GALLIAE around, Hadrian standing to right, raising
kneeling figure of Gallia facing left, (S.3534, RIC 324, BMC
878, RSC 1247). Toned, nearly very fine and rare.
$150

4737*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), AE sestertius, (22.46
grams), Rome mint, issued A.D. 150-151, obv. laureate
head of Antoninus Pius to right, around IMP CAES T AEL
HADR ANTONINV[S AVG PIVS P P], rev. Annona seated to
left, holding corn ears and cornucopiae, ANNONA AVG in
exergue, around TR POT XIIII COS IIII, S C across, (S.4148,
RIC 871, C.47). Dark brown polished patina, fine.
$100

Ex Glendining's London, December 14, 1988 (lot 397 part).
The Reka Devnia hoard of 81,044 silver coins contained 5892 coins of
Hadrian, it contained 24 coins of this type.

4735*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), AE dupondius (as ?), issued 136,
Rome mint, (15.39 grams), obv. laureate headed draped bust
to right of Hadrian, around HADRIANVS AVG COS III P
P, rev. RESTITVTORI GALLIAE around, S C in exergue,
Hadrian standing right on left, holding roll about to raise
kneeling figure of Gaul to left facing to right, (cf.S.3632
[sestertius], RIC 951, C.1254). Dark patina, very fine and
very scarce issue of the emperor's celebrated geographical
reverse types.
$250

4738*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), AE dupondius, (12.36
grams), Rome mint, issued A.D. 158-9, obv. radiate head of
Antoninus Pius to right, around [ANTONI]NVS AVG PIVS
P P TR P XXII, rev. around VOTA SOL DECENN II, COS
IIII in exergue, Antoninus sacrificing over tripod, S C across
field, (cf.S.4291, RIC 1019, cf.C.1106). Dark green uneven
patina, very fine with weak legends, scarce.
$150
Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida and from Sun Coast Ancient
Numismatists meeting in Tamp February 28, 1968.

4739*
Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius, (A.D. 138-161),
AE as, (10.350 grams), Rome mint, issued A.D. 140-144,
obv.laureate head of Antoninus Pius to right, around
ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P, rev. AV[RE]LIVS CAES AVG
P II F COS DES, S C under bust, bare head to left, (cf.S.1336,
RIC 1208b, C.8). Surface oxidation and pitting, edge breaks,
otherwise very fine and rare.
$100

4736*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), AE as, issued 135, Rome mint,
(12.00 grams), obv. bare head to right of Hadrian, around
HADRIANVS AVG CO[S III P P], rev. ANNONA AVG
around, S C across field, Annona standing to left holding
corn-ears over modius and rudder in right hand, (cf.S.3674,
RIC 796, C.166); Sabina, wife of Hadrian, (died A.D.136-7),
AE as or dupondius, issued 129, (8.82 grams), Rome mint,
obv. draped bust to right of Sabina, with hair coiled on top
of her head, around SABINA AVGVSTA HADRIANI AVG
P P, rev. Concordia seated to left, holding patera, around
CONCORDIA AVG, SC in exergue, (cf.S.3948, RIC H1037,
C.16). Fine - very fine, second with porous surface. (2)
$200
Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida and Rich's Department
Store Coin Dept. Atlanta, July 4, 1973 for both coins.
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4744*
Lucilla, wife of Lucius Verus, (married A.D.164, d.A.D. 182),
AE dupondius, issued 164-6, (12.40 grams), obv. draped bust
to right of Lucilla with hair bound up behind head, around
LVCILLA AVG ANTONINI [AVG F], rev. PVDICITIA
around, Pudicitia, standing left, drawing veil and lifting dress,
(S.5519, RIC 1758, C.61). Nearly very fine, scarce.
$100

4740*
Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius, (died A.D.141), AE
as, issued after 147, (11.26 grams), Rome mint, obv. draped
bust to right of Faustina, around DIVA FAVSTINA, rev.
AVGVSTA, Ceres with short torch and sceptre, S C across,
(cf.S.4646, RIC 1173, C.100). Good fine.
$100
Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida.

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida.

4741*
Marcus Aurelius, (A.D. 161-180), AE as, issue struck at
Rome in A.D.175-6, (9.84 grams), obv. M ANTONINVS
AVG GERM SARM, head laureate to right, rev. around
TR POT XXX [iMP VIII COS III], S C in field, two hands
clasping caduceus and corn ears, (cf.S.5075, RIC 1177,
cf.C.940). Legend weak in places, attractive very fine
portrait, otherwise good fine and rare.
$100

4745*
Commodus, (A.D. 177-192), AE dupondius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 179, (13.27 grams), obv. radiate head of
Commodus to right, around L AVREL COM MODVS AVG
TR P IIII, rev. around IMP III COS II P P, S C across field,
Victory advancing left holding wreath and palm, (S.5838,
RIC 1614, C.237). Brown patina, nearly very fine and
scarce,
$120

Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida and Frank Robinson Mail
Bid Sale, March 3, 1988 (lot 318).

Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida and Henry Christensen
INC, Auction Sale, March 30, 1973 (lot 172).

4742*
Lucius Verus, (A.D. 161-169), silver denarius, issued 163,
Rome mint, (2.952 grams), obv. IMP L AVREL VERVS AVG,
bare head to right, rev. Providentia standing to left, holding
globe and cornucopiae, around PROV DEOR IMP III COS
II, (S.5354, RIC 491, RSC 156). Good very fine.
$180

4746*
Crispina, wife of Commodus, (married A.D. 177), AE
dupondius/as, issued 177-180, Rome mint, (14.87 grams)
obv. draped bust to right of Crispina, around CRISPINA
AVG[VSTA], rev. Juno standing left, holding patera and
sceptre, around IVNO LVCINA, S C across field, (S.1694,
RIC 680, C.24). Brown patination with some attached green
patina, weakness on obverse legend, otherwise good very
fine and scarce.
$130

4743*
Lucilla, wife of Lucius Verus, (died A.D.182), AE dupondius/
as, Rome mint, issued 164-166, (10.73 grams), obv. draped
bust to right of Lucilla with hair bound up behind head,
around LVCILLA AVGVSTA, rev. IVNO REGINA around,
Juno standing to left holding a patera and sceptre, peacock
at feet, S C across, (S.5516, RIC 1752, C.44). Attractive
even dark green patination, nearly extremely fine and very
scarce.
$220

The weight suggests the coin is a dupondius.
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4747*
Clodius Albinus, (A.D. 195-197), silver denarius, Rome mint
(RIC), but now attributed to Alexandria mint (by BickfordSmith), issued A.D. 193, (2.24 grams), obv. bare head of
Clodius Albinus to right, around D CLOD SEP T ALBIN
CAES, rev. around FELICI [TA S C]OS II, Felicitas standing
to left holding sceptre and caduceus, (S.-, cf.RIC 4, cf.RSC
15). Large head type, good very fine and rare.
$300

4751*
Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-217),
silver denarius, issued 209, Rome mint, (2.788 grams),
obv. draped bust to right of Julia Domna, around IVLIA
AVGVSTA, rev. Fortuna seated to left, holding cornucopiae
and resting left arm on rudder, before her a small naked figure
standing right, around FORTVNAE FELICI, (cf.S.6584, RIC
554 [Severus], RSC 57). Good very fine.
$80

Ex Roger A. Bickford-Smith Collection (d. Jan. 1997), CNG Sale 47 (lot
1756 part illustrated).

In the Reka Devnia hoard of 3409 examples of Julia Domna only 60 were
of this type.

See Roger A. Bickford-Smith, "The Imperial Mints in the East for Septimius
Severus", Rivista Italiana, 1994/1995, No.8 (Pl.I, 8), for the attribution of
this rare type to Alexandria mint.

4752*
Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-217),
silver denarius, issued 201, Rome mint, (3.128 grams),
obv. draped bust to right of Julia Domna, around IVLIA
AVGVSTA, rev. Isis standing to right, left foot on prow,
nursing infant Horos, rudder resting against altar, around
SAECVLI FELICITAS, (S.6606, RIC 577 [Severus], RSC
174). Nearly extremely fine.
$120

4748*
Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-211), silver denarius, Rome
mint, issued A.D. 207, (2.506 grams), obv. laureate head of
Septimius Severus to right, around SEVERVS PIVS AVG, rev.
around P M TR P XV COS III P P, Victory standing right,
foot on helmet, inscribing shield set on palm-tree, (S.6340,
RIC 211, RSC 489). Flaw on reverse at edge, minor die
cracks, otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$80
An issue commemorating the victories over the native tribes in North Africa
in A.D. 207.

4753*
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), silver antoninianus, issued
215, Rome mint, (4.464 grams), obv. radiate bust draped
and cuirassed to right of Caracalla, around ANTONINVS
PIVS AVG GERM, rev. radiate lion walking to left, holding
thunderbolt in its jaws, around P M TR P XVIII COS IIII P
P, (S.6774 [£100 VF], RIC 273d, RSC 322). Very fine and
rare.
$200

4749*
Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-211), silver denarius, Emesa
mint, issued A.D. 194, (3.344 grams), obv. laureate head
of Septimius Severus to right, around IMP CAE L SP(sic)
SEV PERT AVG COS II, rev. around TR P III IMP V COS
ΓΙ, captive seated to right, head bowed forward, hands tied
behind, bow, quiver and oval shields in front, (S.6366, RIC
433, RSC 659). Toned, good very fine and very rare, the
obverse variation unpublished.
$200
Ex Marc Melcher Collection. 2 examples in Reka Devnia Hoard of type,
which contained 7256 Septimius Severus denarii.

4754*
Caracalla, (A.D. 198-217), silver denarius, issued 213, Rome
mint, (3.444 grams), obv. laureate head to right of Caracalla,
around ANTONINVS PIVS AVG BRIT, rev. Providentia
standing facing head left, holding wand over globe and
sceptre, around PROVIDENTIAE DEORVM, (S.6879, RIC
227, RSC 529). Extremely fine.
$160

4750*
Julia Domna, wife of Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-217),
silver denarius obverse brockage, issued c.209, Rome mint,
(3.126 grams), obv. draped bust to right of Julia Domna,
around IVLIA AVGVSTA, rev. incuse of the obverse. Very
fine or better and very rare as a brockage.
$120
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A most interesting reverse for Julia Paula. It was probably based on a
unpublished reverse type of Elagabalus although the Imperial titles are not
consistent for Elagabalus and the reverse appears unknown for this ruler.
Such a reverse would never be used by a wife of a ruler and could only
occur by mixing of dies (known for some rulers and issues). We believe
it to be an ancient plated forgery made from two incompatable dies of
excellent style.

4755*
Plautilla, (wife of Caracalla), mule with Septimius Severus,
(c.A.D. 202-205), silver denarius, c.204, (3.430 grams),
obv. draped bust of Plautilla to right, around PLAVTILLA
AVGVSTA, rev. Victory advancing to left, with palm and
wreath, around VICTORIA AVGG, (cf.S.7065/6378, BMC -,
RIC 350H [Septimius Severus reverse], RSC 704a [Septimius
Severus for reverse]). Large flan, slightly porous, good very
fine and an unpublished mule of Septimius Severus and
Plautilla.
$120

4759*
Severus Alexander, (A.D.222-235), silver denarius, obverse
brockage, issued 223, Rome mint, (2.872 grams), obv.
laureate bust to right, draped and cuirassed, around IMP C
M AVR SEV ALEXAND AVG, rev. brockage of the obverse.
Porous, otherwise very fine and rare as a brockage.
$80

Ex John Dean Collection and Romanorvm, with ticket ($150).

4756*
Macrinus, (A.D. 217-218), silver denarius, Rome mint,
(3.24 grams), issued A.D. 217, obv. bearded Macrinus
laureate cuirassed bust to right, around IMP C M OPEL
SEV MACRINVS AVG., rev. Securitas standing to left, legs
crossed, holding sceptre and resting left arm on column,
around PONTIF MAX TR P COS P P, (S.7347, RIC 24, RSC
62). Lightly toned, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$400

4760*
Severus Alexander, (A.D.222-235), silver denarius, issued
223, Rome mint, (3.22 grams), obv. laureate bust to
right, draped and cuirassed, around IMP C M AVR SEV
ALEXAND AVG, rev. P M TR P II COS P P, Pax standing
to left, holding olive-branch and sceptre, (S.7896, RIC 27,
C.236). Off centred flan, brilliant with attractive reverse,
good extremely fine/nearly uncirculated.
$140

4757*
Elagabalus, (A.D. 218-222), silver denarius, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 221-222, (3.586 grams), obv. laureate bust of
Elagabalus draped to right, around IMP ANTONINVS PIVS
AVG, rev. around INVICTVS SACERDOS AVG, Elgabalus
in priestly robes standing left, sacrificing over altar, behind
which is sacred bull and holding branch, star in left field,
(S.7518, RIC 88, RSC 62). Nearly extremely fine/good very
fine.
$120

4761*
Severus Alexander, (A.D.222-235), silver denarius, issued
225, Rome mint, (3.02 grams), obv. laureate head to right,
around IMP SEV ALE XAND AVG, rev. VIRTVS AVG,
Virtus standing to left, resting on spear and shield holding
Victory, (S.7936, RIC 220, RSC 579). Toned, extremely
fine.
$100

4758*
Julia Paula, (wife of Elagabalus), (A.D. 219), silver denarius,
(2.516 grams), obv. draped bust of Julia Paula to right,
around IVLIA PAVLA AVG, rev. Female (Pax) standing
to left holding baton (or branch) and sceptre, around P M
TR P II COS P P, (S.-, RIC -, RSC.-). Appears to be plated,
otherwise very fine, unpublished and probably unique, being
a reverse relevant for Elagabalus but used for his second
wife Julia Paula.
$200

4762*
Severus Alexander, (A.D. 222-235), AE as, (10.72 grams),
issued in 228, obv. IMP CAES M AVR SEV ALEXANDER
AVG, laureate draped bust to right, rev. P M TRP VII COS
TI PP around, S C across, Pax running to left, holding olive
branch and sceptre, (cf.S.8078, RIC 480, C.350). Dark
green patina, weak on parts of the legend, minor flan splits,
otherwise extremely fine ans scarce.
$160
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4763*
Julia Mamaea, mother of Severus Alexander, (A.D.222-235),
silver denarius, issued 232, Rome mint, (3.806 grams), obv.
draped bust to right of Julia Mamaea, IVLIA MA MAEA
AVG, rev. FECVND AVGVSTAE, Fecunditas seated to left,
hand over child, (S.8208, RIC 332, RSC 6). Large broad
flan, extremely fine.
$160

4767*
Maximus as Caesar, (A.D. 235-238), AE sestertius, (17.41
grams), Rome mint, issued 235-6, obv. C IVL VERVS
MAXIMVS CAES, bare headed draped bust to right of
Maximus, rev. PRINCIPI IVVENTVTIS, Maximus standing
left, holding rod and spear, with two standards set in ground
behind, S C across, (S.8410 [£170 VF], RIC 9, BMC 123,
C.12). Fine/nearly fine, scarce, lot with Boyd ticket.
$120

4764
Julia Mamaea, mother of Severus Alexander, (A.D.222235), AE as, Rome mint, issued 234, (10.17 grams), obv.
draped bust to right of Julia Mamaea, IVLIA MAMAEA
AVGVSTA, rev. VENVS FELIX, Venus enthroned to left,
holding cupid and sceptre, (S.8248, RIC 703, BMC 202,
C.70); Herennia Etruscilla, (wife of Trajan Decius), (A.D.
249-251), base silver antoninianus, Rome mint, issued 250,
(4.70 grams), obv. diademed draped bust to right on crescent,
around HER ETRVSCILLA AVG, rev. Pudicitia seated to left
drawing veil from face holding transverse sceptre, around
PVDICITIA AVG, (S.9495, RIC 59b, RSC 19). First coin
has been cleaned, with porous surface, otherwise very fine;
porous surface very fine. (2)
$100

Ex Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge Auction Sale London, June 12, 1891 and
the William C. Boyd Collection, sold Baldwin's Auction, September 26,
2005 (lot 553 part).

4765
Maximinus I, (A.D. 235-238), AE sestertius, Rome mint,
(16.33 grams), obv. laureate bust draped and cuirassed of
Maximinus I to right, around IMP MAXIMINVS PIVS
AVG, rev. VICTORIA AVG, around, S C across, Victory
advancing to right, holding wreath and palm, (S.8339,
RIC 67, BMC 27, C.100); Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), AE
sestertius, (17.71 grams), obv. IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL
AVG, laureate draped and cuirassed bust to right of Gordian
III, rev. P M TR P V COS II P P, Apollo seated left holding
branch resting hand on lyre, SC in exergue, (S.8732, RIC
303a, C.262); Philip I, (A.D. 244-249), AE sestertius, Rome
mint, issued 249, (19.07 grams), obv. laureate bust to right,
around IMP M IVL PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. Annona standing
to left holding corn ears and cornucopiae, modius at feet,
around ANNONA AVGG, S C across, (S.8990, RIC 168a,
C.26). Fine or better. (3)
$120

4768*
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), silver antoninianus, Rome
mint, issued 241-3, (4.27 grams), obv. radiate bust right,
around IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, rev. VIRTVTI
AVGVSTI around, Hercules standing right, holding lion skin
and resting club on rock. (S.8670, RIC 95, RSC 404); Philip
I, (A.D. 244-249), silver antoninianus, Rome mint, issued
244-5, (3.065 grams), obv. radiate bust to right, around IMP
PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. four standards one of which is the
legionary eagle, around FIDES EXERCITVS, (S.8930, RIC
62, RSC 50); Herennia Etruscilla, (wife of Trajan Decius),
(A.D. 249-251), base silver antoninianus, Rome mint, issued
250, (3.506 grams), obv. diademed draped bust to right on
crescent, around HER ETRVSCILLA AVG, rev. Pudicitia
seated to left drawing veil from face holding transverse
sceptre, around PVDICITIA AVG, (S.9495, RIC 59b, RSC
19). Dark grey tone, last with flan crack otherwise, good
very fine - nearly extremely fine. (3)
$150

4766*
Maximus as Caesar, (A.D. 235-238), AE sestertius, (19.840
grams), obv. MAXIMVS CAES GERM, bare headed draped
bust to right of Maximus, rev. PIETAS AVG, Sacrificial
implements, SC in exergue, (S.2376 [£165 F], RIC 6, C.5).
Nearly very fine/fine, scarce.
$120
Ex Charles E. Weber Collection.
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4769
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), silver antoninianus, Rome mint,
issued 240, (4.99 grams), obv. radiate bust of Gordian III
to right, around IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, rev.
Aequitas standing to left, holding scales and cornucopiae,
around AEQVITAS AVG, (S.8602, RIC 63, RSC 25);
Otacilia Severa, (wife of Philip I), (A.D. 244-249), silver
antoninianius, Rome mint, (3.07 grams), obv. diademed
draped bust to right on crescent, around OTACIL SEVERA
AVG, rev. Concordia seated left, holding single cornucopiae
and patera, around CONCORDIA AVGG, (cf.S.9148, RIC
143, RSC 14); Trebonianus Gallus, (A.D. 251-253), silver
antoninianus, Antioch mint, (4.44 grams), obv. radiate
draped bust to right, around IMP C C VIB TREB GALLVS
P F AVG, rev. Pax standing left with branch and transverse
sceptre, around PAX AVGVS, (S.9641, RIC 86, RSC 80);
Volusian, (A.D. 251-253), silver antoninianius, Rome
mint, (3.46 grams), obv. radiate bust to right, around IMP
CAE C VIB VOLVSIANO AVG, rev. Concordia seated
to left, holding patera and double cornucopiae, around
CONCORDIA AVGG, (S.9743, RIC 168, RSC 25). Very
fine or better. (4)
$120

4772*
Otacilia Severa, (wife of Philip I), (A.D. 244-249), silver
antoninianius, Rome mint, (3.736 grams), obv. diademed
draped bust to right on crescent, around M OTACIL
SEVERA AVG, rev. Concordia seated left, holding double
cornucopiae and patera, around CONCORDIA AVGG,
(S.2625, RIC 125c, RSC 4). Grey tone, extremely fine/nearly
extremely fine.
$100

4773*
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), silver antoninianus, Rome
mint, issued 250-1, (3.870 grams), obv. radiate draped bust
to right, around IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, rev.
Uberitas standing left with purse and cornucopiae, around
VBERITAS AVG, (S.9384, RIC 28b, RSC 105). Nearly
extremely fine/very fine, bright.
$80

4770
Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), silver denarius, (2.87 grams),
Rome mint, obv. laureate bust to right of Gordian III, draped
and cuirassed, around IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG,
rev. Venus standing to left,holding helmet and sceptre and
resting on shield, around VENVS VICTRIX, (S.8683, RIC
131, RSC 147). Toned, good very fine.
$80

4774*
Trajan Decius (A.D. 249-251), AE semis, Rome mint, issued
250, obv. Trajan Decius laureate bust to right, around IMP
C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, rev. S C across, Mars
standing left, holding spear, resting on shield, (S.9433, RIC
128, C.102). Very fine, scarce.
$100
Ex Dr. Garth Drewry Collection, Tampa, Florida and Frank Robinson Mail
Bid Sale, September 18, 1986 (lot 278).

4771*
Philip I, (A.D. 244-249), silver antoninianius, Rome mint,
issued 245-7, (4.172 grams), obv. radiate bust to right,
around IMP M IVL PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. Roma seated left,
holding Victory and spear, shield at side, around ROMAE
AETERNAE, (S.8952, RIC 44b, RSC 165); another similar
Rome mint, issued 245, (3.52 grams), obv. radiate bust to
right, around IMP M IVL PHILIPPVS AVG, rev. Victory
standing to left with wreath and palm, around VICTORIA
AVGG, (S.8972, RIC 51, RSC 235). Second with golden grey
tone, extremely fine. (2)
$120

4775*
Trebonianus Gallus, (A.D. 251-253), AE sestertius, Rome
mint, (17.512 grams), obv. laureate bust of Trebonianus
Gallus to right, around parts of legend IMP CAES C VIBIVS
TREBONIANVS GALLVS AVG, rev. Pietas standing to left,
raising both hands, PIETAS AVGG, around, S C across field,
(S.2802, RIC 116a, C.86). Squarish flan, cutting off part of
the legend, otherwise good fine.
$100
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 58 (lot 3704).
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4781
Carus, (A.D. 282-283), posthumous billon antoninianus,
Cyzicus mint (3.50 grams), obv. radiate head of Carus to
right, around IMP C M AVR CARVS P F AVG, rev. around
CLEMENTIA TEMP, Carus receiving Victory on globe
from Jupiter, XXI in exergue, (S.12169, RIC 118, C.13);
Numerian, (A.D. 283-284), billon antoninianus, issued 284,
Cyzicus mint, (3.33 grams), obv. radiate cuirassed bust to
right, rev. as above, (S.12243, RIC 463, C.8); Carinus, (A.D.
283-285), Antioch mint, issued 284, billon antoninianus,
(3.27 grams), obv. IMP C M AVR CARINVS P F AVG,
radiate cuirassed bust to right of Carinus, rev. around
VIRTVS AVGG, Carinus and Numerian facing each other,
B between, XXI in exergue, (S.12362, RIC 325, C.184).
Fine - very fine. (3)
$100

4776*
Postumus, (A.D. 259-268), Cologne mint, billon antoninianus,
(3.886 grams), obv. IMP C POSTVMVS P F AVG, radiate
draped bust to right of Postumus, rev. around PAX AVG, Pax
standing to left with transverse sceptre, (S.3120, RIC 318,
RSC 215a). Silver surface, extremely fine and very scarce.
$100

4777*
Postumus, (A.D. 259-268), Cologne mint, billon antoninianus,
(3.274 grams), obv. IMP C POSTVMVS P F AVG, radiate
draped bust to right of Postumus, rev. around COS IIII,
Victory half naked standing to right, holding palm, (cf.
S.3107, RIC 287, RSC 31). Silver surface, extremely fine
and very scarce.
$80
4782*
Carus, (A.D. 282-283), Ticinum mint, billon antoninianus,
issued 282, (3.47 grams), issued 283, obv. IMP CARVS P F
AVG, radiate cuirassed bust of Carus to right, rev. around
PAX EXERCITI, Pax standing left holding olive branch
and standard, PXXI in exergue, (S.12175, RIC 75, C.56);
Carinus, (A.D. 283-285), Rome mint, issued 283, billon
antoninianus, (3.27 grams), obv. IMP C M AVR CARINVS P
F AVG, radiate cuirassed bust to right of Carinus, rev. around
VIRTVTI AVGG, Hercules standing to right resting on club
with lion skin, KAZ in exergue, (S.12364, RIC 271, C.191).
First with trace of original silvering, both nearly extremely
fine and scarce. (2)
$120

4778*
Tacitus, (A.D. 275-276), Ticinum or Siscia mint, (4.17
grams), obv. radiate draped and cuirassed bust to right,
around IMP C M CL TACITVS P AVG, rev. Providentia
standing left, with globe at feet, holding rod and cornucopiae,
around PROVIDENTIA DEORVM, in exergue S (=2),
(S.11800, RIC 153, C.105). Extremely fine.
$100

4779
Probus, (A.D. 276-282), billon antoninianii, various mints
and reverses, different varieties, (S.11952, 11953 (2, var.),
11966 (2, var), 11959 (2, var,), 11992, 11967, 12000,
12001, 12038; RIC 84, 157, 202, 626, 643, 644, 647, 651,
661, 665, 706, 713). Mostly very fine. (12)
$150

4783*
Numerian, (A.D. 283-284), billon antoninianus, issued 284,
Cyzicus mint, (3.86 grams), obv. radiate cuirassed bust to
right, around IMP NVMERIANVS AVG, rev. VNDIQVE
VICTORES, Numerian holding sceptre and globe, KAS in
exergue, (S.12258, RIC 423, C.120). Nearly extremely fine
and rare.
$100

4780
Probus, (A.D. 276-282), billon antoninianii, various mints
and reverses, different varieties, (S.11960, 11961 (4, var),
12000, 12001, cf.12021(4, var), 12071, 12073, RIC.704,
712, 731, 735, 810, 816, 905, 920, 921, 922, 925, 927,
928). Mostly very fine. (13)
$150
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4786*
Constantine I, (A.D. 307-337), AE follis, issued 334-335,
Siscia mint, (2.768 grams), obv. laureate bust to right,
cuirassed of Constantine I, around CONSTANTI NVS MAX
AVG, rev. two soldiers each with spear and one standard,
around GLOR IA EXERC ITVS, in exergue .ASIS., (S.3886,
RIC 235); another similar Constantius II, (337-361) as
Caesar, Siscia mint, (2.440 grams),, obv. draped and cuirassed
bust of Constantius II to right, FL IVL CONSTANTIVS NOB
C around, rev. as above, exergue .ΓSIS., (S.3986, RIC 237
[R1]). Extremely fine, second rare. (2)
$80

4784*
Carausius, (A.D. 287-293), billon antoninianii, first
uncertain mint second Clausentum mint, (4.700 grams), obv.
radiate cuirassed bust of Carausius to right, around IMP C
CARAVSIVS AVG, rev. around [MON]ET A AVG, Moneta
standing to left holding cornucopiae and scales, (S.3578
[£150], RIC 854); another ($.618 grams), obv. similar, rev.
PAX AVG, C in exergue, Pax standing left with branch and
sceptre, (S.3568 [£150], RIC 303). Brown patina, fine - very
fine and very scarce. (2)
$150

4787
Constantine I, (A.D. 307-337), AE follis, commemorative
issues of Rome, issued 337, Siscia mint, (2.124 grams),
obv. helmeted bust of Roma to left, around VRBS ROMA,
rev. wolf and twins, BSIS* in exergue, (cf.S.3894, cf.RIC
267 [new number unlisted variety]); another as before
(2.528 grams), in exergue ΓSIS (RIC 222); another similar
Nicomedia mint, (2.720 grams), in exergue SMNB*, (RIC
143 [R5]). Black patination, very fine or better. (3)
$80

4788*
Licinius I, (A.D. 308-324), AE follis, issued 313-314, (4.578
grams), Heraclea mint, obv. laureate head to right of Licinius,
around IMP C VAL LICIN LICINIVS P F AVG, rev. Jupiter
standing left, leaning on sceptre, holding Victory on globe,
eagle with wreath below, around IOVI CONS ERVATORI
AVGG, Γ to right, SMHT in exergue, (cf.S.3798, RIC 6
[R3]). Dark green patina, nearly extremely fine/extremely
fine and very rare.
$80

4785*
Constantine I, (A.D. 307-337), AE follis, issued 319, Trier
mint, (2.698 grams), obv. Constantine helmeted laureate
cuirassed bust right, around IMP CONSTAN TINVS MAX
AVG, rev. two Victories facing each other, holding shield
inscribed VOT/PR, in exergue */STR, around VICTORIAE
LAETAE PRINC PERP, (S.3883, RIC 213); Constantine II
as Caesar, (A.D. 337-340), AE follis, issued 323-324, Trier
mint, (2.846 grams), obv. laureate bust draped and cuirassed
to left of Constantine, around CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB
C, rev. campgate of six rows of blocks, around PROVIDEN
TIAE CAESS, in exergue STR and dot in crescent, (cf.
S.3946, RIC 479); Constantius II, (A.D. 337-361), issued
353-355, AE centenionalis, Lyons mint, (2.116 grams), obv.
draped pearl diademed bust to right, rev. soldier spearing
fallen horseman, (S.4003, RIC 189). Green patina, nearly
extremely fine or better. (3)
$100

4789*
Constans, (A.D. 337-350), silver siliqua, issued 337-340,
Constantinople mint, (2.554 grams), obv. large plain
diademed head to right of Constans, looking upwards,
rev. CONSTANS AVGVSTVS, Victory advancing to left
holding wreath and palm branch, C.I in exergue, (cf.S.3960
[£500], RIC 19). Heavy scratches, otherwise very fine and
extremely rare.
$280
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4792*
Valentinian I, (A.D. 364-375), AE 3, Siscia mint, (2.162
grams), obv. diademed bust of Valentinian to right, around D
N VALENTINI ANVS P F AVG, rev. Valentinian advancing
to right, dragging captive and holding labarum with chi-rho
monogram on banner, around GLORIA RO MANORVM,
Q in left field, R/K in right field, ΔSISCS in exergue, (S.4102,
cf.RIC 14a.xxxii, C.12). Bright, good extremely fine and an
unpublished exergue.
$60

4790*
Constans, (A.D. 337-350), AE follis, issued 334-335, Siscia
mint, (2.666 grams), obv. laureate bust to right, cuirassed
of Constans, around FL CONSTANTIS BEA C, rev. two
soldiers each with spear and one standard, around GLOR
IA EXERC ITVS, in exergue .ΔSIS., (S.3961, RIC 238 [R1]);
another Crispus, (317-326) as Caesar, Siscia mint, (2.440
grams),, obv. laureate head to right of Crispus, IVL CRIS PVS
NOB C around, rev. VOT V in wreath around CAESARVM
NOSTRORVM, in exergue traces of ΓSIS, (S.3917, RIC 153
[R1]). Very fine - extremely fine, both rare. (2)
$80

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 62 (lot 2073).

4793*
Vetranio, (A.D. 350), AE centenionalis, issued at Siscia mint,
(4.15 grams), obv. bust of Vetranio with diadem, draped and
cuirassed to right, around [D N] VETRA NIO P F AVG, A
behind, star before bust, rev. HOC SIG NO VICTOR ERIS
around, Emperor in military dress head to left, holding
standard with "chi-rho" on banner, to right Victory crowning
him, .BSIS. in exergue, (S.4042, RIC 287, LRBC 1174).
Good very fine, rare.
$300

4791*
Valens, (A.D. 364-378), silver siliqua, Rome mint, issued
A.D. c. 367-375 (2.18 grams), obv. pearl-diademed head of
Valens to right, around DN VALEN S PF AVG, rev. VOT V
MV.LT all within wreath RP in exergue, (cf.S.4098, RIC 10c,
RSC 91h) (illustrated); Valentinian I, (A.D. 364-375), silver
siliqua, Rome mint, (1.87 grams), obv. pearl-diademed bust
of Valentinian to right, around DN VALENTINI ANVS PF
AVG, rev. VOT V MV.LT X within wreath, RT in exergue,
(S.4098, RIC 10a, RSC 70f). First coin very fine, second coin
with rough surface, otherwise fine. (2)
$150

In hoc signo vinces is the Latin transparent translation of the Greek phrase
meaning "in this sign you will conquer". According to legend, Constantine
I adopted this Greek phrase, as a motto after his vision of a "chi rho" in
the sky just before the Battle of Milvian Bridge against Maxentius in the
year 312. The early Christian symbol consists in a cross formed by the
Greek letters chi and rho, the first two letters in the name Christ (used on
the labarum or standard of the above coin). The historian Eusebius states
that Constantine was marching with his army (Eusebius doesn't specify the
actual location of the event, but it's clearly not in the camp at Rome), when
he looked up to the sun and saw a cross of light above it, and with it the
Greek words meaning ("in this, be victorious!", often rendered in Latin as
"In hoc signo vinces" as used on the above coin). At first, Constantine didn't
know the meaning of the apparition, but in the following night, he had a
dream in which Christ explained to him that he should use the sign against
his enemies. Eusebius then continues to describe the Labarum, the military
standard used by Constantine in his later wars against Licinius, showing the
Chi-Rho sign. Its use of the above legend and standard by Vetranio (and also
by Constantius II) is an echo of the experience of Constantine.

4792*
Valentinian I, (A.D. 364-375), AE 3, Siscia mint, (2.162
grams), obv. diademed bust of Valentinian to right, around D
N VALENTINI ANVS P F AVG, rev. Valentinian advancing
to right, dragging captive and holding labarum with chi-rho
monogram on banner, around GLORIA RO MANORVM,
Q in left field, R/K in right field, ΓSISCS in exergue, (S.4102,
cf.RIC 14a.xxxii, C.12). Bright, good extremely fine and an
unpublished exergue.
$60

4794*
Jovian, (A.D. 363-364), AE 1, Thessalonica mint, issued 3634, (8.74 grams), obv. laureate draped and cuirassed bust to
right, around D N IOVIANV S P F P P AVG, rev. VICTORIA
ROMANORVM around, TESA. in exergue, Emperor in
military dress standing facing head right, holding standard
and Victory on globe, (S.4085 [£35], RIC 238). Very dark
patina, nearly very fine and rare.
$200

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 62 (lot 2073).
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BYZANTINE SILVER & BRONZE COINS
4801
Anastasius I, (A.D.491-518), AE follis, post reform coinage
from 498, small size, Constantinople mint, (8.030 grams),
obv. bust right, rev. M, cross above, CON in exergue,
(S.14, DOC 16); Justinian I, (A.D. 527-565), AE follis,
Constantinople mint, issued 527-538, (17.020 grams), obv.
Justinian bust to right, around D N IVCTINI [ANVS P P]
AV, rev. M, star to left, cross to right, Δ below, CON in
exergue, (S.158, DOC 28d, BMC 32, To.88); Nicephorus
II, (A.D. 963-969) with Basil II, AE follis, Constantinople
mint, (5.484 grams), obv. Nicephorus bust facing, rev.
legend in four lines overstruck on a follis of previous reign,
(S.1782 [£55 VF], DOC 8, BMC 8, R.1914); Constantine X
(A.D. 1059-1067) Constantinople mint, (6.01 grams), obv.
Christ standing facing, rev. Eudocia and Constantine, traces
around of legend, (S.1853, DOC 8, BMC 18-31, R.2021);
Nicophorus III, (A.D. 1078-1081), Constantinople mint,
(6.30 grams), obv. three quarter length bust of Christ IC
XC over stars, rev. cross with globule at each extremity, at
centre star of eight rays, in angles C Φ/ Ν Δ, (S.1888, DOC
9, BMC 12-21, R.2053). First and third cleaned and dark
toned, second with hoard patination, weak in places as usual,
otherwise fine - very fine and scarce. (5)
$80

4795*
Jovian, (A.D. 363-364), AE 19, Heraclea mint, issued 363,
(3.318 grams), obv. laureate draped bust to left, around [D N
I]OVIAN VS P F AVG, rev. VOT V within wreath, HERACB
in exergue, (S.4086 [£85], RIC 108). Brown patina, rough
edge, otherwise good very fine and rare.
$100

4796*
Magnus Maximus, (A.D. 383-388), silver siliqua, Treveri
mint, issued A.D. [2.08 grams], obv. pearl-diademed bust
to right, D N MAG MAX IMVS PF AVG, rev. Roma seated
facing head to left on throne holding globe and reversed
spear, VIRTVS RO MANORVM around, TRPS in exergue,
(S.4201, RIC 84b, RSC 20b). Flan crack, attractive tone,
good very fine and scarce.
$150

4797*
Magnus Maximus, (A.D. 383-388), AE 2, issue struck as
Augustus, Arelate mint, (4.734 grams), obv. D N MAG
MAXIMVS P F AVG, diademed, draped and cuirassed bust
of Magnus Maximus to right, rev. around REP[ARTI]O
REIPUB, Maximus standing left raising kneeling female
figure, (S.4203 [£75], RIC 26a, C.3). Attractive dark brown
patina, good very fine and rare.
$180
4798
Ancient Roman coins, a group of issues including Commodus
sestertius, issued 184, rev. Victory seated right on shields,
VICT BRIT in exergue, (S.5826), other large folles of
Diocletian (2), Maximianus, Constantine I; Egypt, Ptolemy
VI AE 18 and billon tetradrachms (6) from Gordian III;
Roman etc AE (8), other issues from Ceylon, India (2),
Islamic AE coins (2). One holed, mostly fine or better. (25)
$150

4802*
Justin I, (A.D. 518-527), follis (large module), issued 518522, Constantinople mint, obv. diademed draped bust to r.,
DN IVSTI NVS AVC, rev. M over mintmark, CON, stars
either side, Officina B, (S.62, DOC 8b); another half follis
issued 518-522, Constantinople mint, obv. similar, rev. K
cross behind, Officina Δ, (S.68, DOC 14b). Very fine; fine/
very fine, with collector envelopes, scarce. (2)
$100

4799
Ancient Roman, various issues in bronze including an asses
of Hadrian, (S.3677, 3683); Antoninus Pius, and a sestertius
of Julia Maesa, other issues of Probus, Constantine I, Licinius
I, Constantius II (2), Valens, and a AE of Antioch under
Antiochus Pius. Poor - nearly very fine. (12)
$80
4800
Ancient Roman coins, an accumulation of issues from 1st
- 4th century (85) includes sestertii and issues of Magnentius
(2), also billon tetradrachms from Egypt (4). Some very good
- fine a few poor. (89)
$150
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4803*
Heraclius, (610-641), silver hexagram or double miliarense,
Constantinople mint, issued 615-638, (6.162 grams),
obv. seated crowned figures of Heraclius and Heraclius
Constantine, cross between, legend around, rev. Cross
potent on three steps, K to right, around DEUS ADIUTA
ROMANIS, (S.798, DOC 64, BMC 100-5, T.216-7, R.13902). Has been plugged, otherwise nearly very fine and a scarce
variety.
$100

4807*
Abbasid Caliphate, al-Mahdi, (A.H. 158-169) (A.D. 775785), gold dinar, no mint, A.H. 165 = A.D. 781-782, (A.214,
M.156-7). Field scratch, otherwise very fine and scarce.
$280

Ex CNG Auction XXIX (30th April 1994), (lot 1146 part).

4804
Leo VI, (A.D. 886-912) with Alexander, AE follis,
Constantinople mint, (6.70 grams), obv. Leo VI and
Alexander seated facing, legend around, rev. legend in four
lines naming Leo and Alexander, (S.1730 [£40 VF], DOC
6, BMC 11-2, R.1875); another with Basil I (A.D.867-886)
with Constantine, issued 868-870, uncertain provincial mint,
(5.664 grams), obv. two busts facing Basil and Constantine,
rev. five lines of legend, (S.1721 [£35 VF], DOC 8, BMC 1116, R.1861). First cleaned, second with hoard patination,
weak in places as usual, otherwise fine - very fine and scarce.
(2)
$60

4808*
Samanid, 'Abd al-Malik I b.Nuh (A.H. 343-350), (A.D.
954-961), gold dinar, Nishapur mint, A.H.343 = A.D. 9545, (A.1460). Extremely fine.
$200
Ex Stacks, Collection of Coins of The Islamic World, December 2, 1997,
(lot 197).

4805*
John I, period of (969-976), copper Follis (7.27 gm),
Anonymous Class A1. Constantinople mint, obv. Nimbate
facing bust of Christ, raising hand in benediction and holding
Gospels, pellets in nimbus, traces of +EMMA NOVHA, rev.
four-line legend, no ornaments below, (S.1793, DOC III
A1.1-5, R.-, BMC 31-36). Portrait extremely fine, otherwise
very fine and rare.
$180

4809*
Ghaznavids, Ibrahim, (Zahir al daulah), (A.H. 451-492)
(A.D. 1059-1099), gold dinar, Ghazna mint, struck in
nearly pure yellow gold, A.H. 45X = A.D. 1060's, (A.1637,
cf.M.790). Weak in places, otherwise nearly very fine and
rare.
$160

One of the best obtainable pieces of the series of Anonymous issues of Class
A (969-976).

4810*
Khwarizmshahs (Anushteginids), `Ala al din Mohammad,
(A.H. 596-617) (A.D. 1200-1220), gold dinar, no mint mark,
but Nishapur style, A.H. [6]13 = A.D. 1216-7, (A.1712,
cf.M.902). Weak with flat areas, slightly off centred,
otherwise fine/good fine and rare.
$200

4806*
Alexius I, period of (1081-1092), copper Follis (5.89 gm),
Anonymous Class J, Constantinople mint, obv. Bust of
Christ facing, with right hand raised hand in benediction
and holding scroll, pellets in nimbus, IC XC across, rev.
Latin cross with pellets either side and around, large crescent
below, (S.1900, DOC III J [p.700-1], R.2499, BMC p.554
[Crusaders]). Well centred, good portrait, rough surface,
otherwise very fine.
$80
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4815
Medieval to modern India, assorted mixture in silver and
copper includes Shahi kings of Kabul and Afghanistan,
Samanta Deva (c.870-1008) silver unit (M.116); Standard
Pala coinage (5) c.950-998, late issue types (M.398-402);
Sultans of Delhi (3); Mogul, Akbar, square silver rupee,
A.H.999 mint off flan; Native States issues (7) including
Mysore AE (2); Farrukhabad, silver rupee 1196/22 = 1781
A.D., (KM.28); Indian temple token - Rama Laksmana type
(Brotman cf.p.51, No.14a); Iran silver abbasi mint off flan
(1). Mostly fine several better. (20)
$100

4811*
Ilkanids (Mongols of Persia), Local Coinage, First Period,
Abaqa, (A.H. 665-680) (A.D. 1265-1282), gold dinar, Tabriz
mint, (4.40 grams), issued A.H. 677 (A.D. 1278-9), Uighur
obverse, (A.2126.2, cf.M.1565-6 [for silver only]). Good
very fine/ nearly extremely fine and rare.
$260
Ex Iran hoard c.1965 where some 100 similar coins were present in the
hoard.

4816*
Western Ganges, Orissa state, gold pagoda (1080-1138
or later), obv. elephant right, rev. ornamental floral scroll,
(F.689, M.702). Extremely fine.
$150
4812*
Jerusalem, Latin Kingdom, reign of Baldwin II (1118-1136)
or later, Acre mint, gold dinar or bezant, imitating those of
Caliph Al-Amir, (MPS 1-5, [pp.115-118], Metcalf 119-141,
[Pls.8,9]). Almost extremely fine.
$1,000

4817
South India, gold pagoda (3.37g); Orissa, 1200-1400 AD,
gold pagoda (F.689); Mysore, Hindu Ali (1761-82) gold
pagoda (F.291). Very fine. (3)
$200

Ex Ruth Pope Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 83 (lot 3693) as part of
her Crusader Collection.

INDIAN COINS
4818*
Sultans of Delhi, Qutb al-Din Mubarak Shah I, (716-720
A.H., 1316-1320 A.D.), silver square tanka, Hadrat Dar
al-Khilafa mint, year 718, (G&G D261, Radjor 1039). Very
fine and rare.
$100
4813*
Post Gupta, Sarabhapuriya Dynasty of Mahokosola,
Prasannamatra, 5th - 6th century A.D., bracteate gold unit
or dinar, 1.306 grams, obv. garuda bird facing between sun
and moon, wheel and shell, inscription below, rev. similar
type incuse. Good very fine and rare.
$250

INDIAN MOGUL COINS

4814
Medieval India, assorted issued from 100 B.C., noted South
India, Vijayanagar, Hari Hara II, (1377-1404), gold half
pagoda, (1.688 grams), obv. lord Siva and consort Uma
seated together, sun and moon symbols, rev. legend in Nagari
in three lines "Sri Pra ta pa Hari Hara" (M.877); Sultan of
Malwa, Nasir Shah (1500-1510) silver tanka (G&G M116);
Akbar rupee; Ancient India (4); Medieval India (2); Native
States copper (9), silver (9) including Mewar (5), Kashmir
Gulab Singh JHS rupee VS 1915 (1858), (KM.Y13); others
EIC issues for South East Asia (4). Fair - good very fine.
(33)
$120

4819*
Jahangir, Nur-ud-Din Muhammad, 1014-1037 A.H., 16051628 A.D., Silver rupee, 11.36 grams, Elichpur Mint, Hijri
date 1016, no Regal year, Kalina obverse, (KM 141.5, Lahore
977-8, Hull 1490). Good very fine and very rare.
$200

Ex Tom Hanley Collection.
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4820*
Jahangir, Nur-ud-Din Muhammad, 1014-1037 A.H., 16051628 A.D., Silver half rupee, 5.71 grams, Ahmadnagar Mint,
not dated, obv. flowered field, rev. flowered field, (KM 134.1,
Lucknow 1278, cf.Nagpur 342-3, cf.Hull 1479, cf.Lahore
947-8, cf.IMC 638-642). Extremely fine and very rare.
$150
4821
Farrukhsiyar, (A.H. 1124-1131), (A.D. 1713-1719), round
silver rupees year 2/-; year 3/1126; year 4/1127; year 5/-;
year 6/1129; year 7/1130, all from Shahjahanabad Mint,
(KM.377.55). Fine - good very fine. (6)
$100

4825*
Awadh, Wajid Ali Shah, (A.H. 1263-1272, 1847-1856),
Lucknow mint, gold half ashrafi (half mohur), A.H. 1264
(1848), year 2, (KM.376). Extremely fine and rare.
$400

4826*
Bahawalpur, Sir Sadiq Mohammad Khan V, (1907-1947),
Silver Pattern Rupee, 11.80 grams, A.H. 1343 = (1924-5),
obv. toughra, rev. crescent and star, (KM 14 var). Toned,
good very fine and very rare.
$100

4822*
Muhammad Ibrahim, 1132-1133 A.H., 1720 A.D., Silver
Rupee, 11.33 grams, Shahjahanabad Mint Dar-ul-Khilafat,
Hijri date [113]2AH, Regal year 1, Ruler's name at top on
obverse, Mint at top on reverse, (KM 426.1, Lucknow 3764,
IMC 1836, Hull 2032, Lahore 2314, M.3321a, Nagpur
607-8, BMC 956, Not in Bombay). Nearly very fine and
extremely rare.
$500

The KM pattern weighs 6.5g which should be a half rupee unlike the present
specimen of full weight.

Ex Robert Senior England, List 1 (March 1981), Die axis 60 degrees. Regal
year lower left of reverse, Hijri date centre left of obverse. The couplet on the
obverse reads "Struck coin in the world through the grace of the Bountiful
one, King of Kings, Muhammad Ibrahim." He only struck at Shahjahanabad
(Delhi) in a reign of 39 days.

4827*
Hyderbad, Afzal-al-Daula (1857-1869) gold mohur AH
1273, Bahandur Shah (KM. C.96). Good very fine.
$500
Ex Tom Hanley Collection.

4828
Hyderabad, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan II, (A.H. 1285-1329,
1869-1911), silver rupee AH 1317/-, quarter rupees (2) AH
1316, 1317; eighth rupee A.H. 128-, (KM.143, 15, 17);
Miscellaneous Islamic and Indian copper (13); European
jeton etc (3). Fair - good very fine. (20)
$60

4823*
Nasir al-din Muhammad Shah, (A.H. 1131-1161, A.D.
1719-1748), silver rupee, Ahmadabad mint AH 1159, RY
29, (11.348 grams), (KM. 436.1, cf.IMC 1861-2, date not
listed). Nearly extremely fine and rare.
$80

4829
Jaipur, nazarana silver rupees, 1913/34, 1949/3 (KM.147,
195); new paisa 1915/38 (KM.132); other dump silver
issues (2); copper and brass (4); Indore, rupee (KM.44);
copper (4); Hyderabad, machine made issues rupees (4);
half rupees (2); other silver and nickel (6); copper (6). Fine
- uncirculated. (32)
$150

INDIAN NATIVE STATES COINS

Ex Tom Hanley Collection.

4824
Alwar, silver rupee 1891 (KM.46); Bikanir, silver rupee
1892 (KM.72) (Unc), 1937 (KM.Y.19); Baroda rupee VS
1949 (1892), others (4); Bahawalpur paisa 1940 (KM.Y13);
Bundi rupees, Queen Victoria and Edward VII (KM.Y.9,
Y14); others from Jaora (KM.Y.1), Pudukota (KM.Y.A1);
other copper from Jodhpir, Ratlam and Tonk; Sailana,
quarter annas 1908, 1912 (unc) (KM.15,16), others (3).
Fine - uncirculated. (21)
$120
Ex Tom Hanley Collection.
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4830*
Kutch, Khengarji III, silver proof five kori 1936/VS1993, in
the name of Edward VIII (illustrated); also a circulation strike
(KM.Y.67). Exremely fine, the proof unlisted. (2)
$200

4835*
Bengal Presidency, Murshidabad Mint type, 1793 second
milled issue, Perpetual 19 san sicca series of Standard Gold
Currency, in the name of Shah Alam II (A.H. 1173-1221,
A.D. 1759-1806), gold quarter mohur, (3.078 grams),
regnal year 19 (fixed), with privy mark for Calcutta mint,
and with oblique milling to right, (Pr.64, KM.100). Nearly
uncirculated, rare.
$700

Ex Tom Hanley Collection.

4831
Kutch, silver five kori 1884, 1926, 1935 (unc), 1937 (unc)
(KM.37.4, Y.53a, Y.75); silver two and a half kori 1935
(KM.Y.52a) (Unc); minor silver kori various dates (4); copper
issues trambiyo to half kori (17); Mewar, 1928 rupee (KM.
Y.22.1); half rupee (KM.Y.21); other fractional silver (3)
(KM.Y.18-20); copper pie (KM.Y.14); others (KM.Y.15,
17);Gwailor assorted copper (8); Mysore copper (4); Elichpur
paisa (KM.C.10); Travancore (12) including silver (7), copper
(7). Fine - uncirculated, several brilliant. (46)
$150

Ex T. V. Holland Collection and Noble Numismatics Sale 62 (lot 937).

4836
Bengal Presidency, Murshidabad, quarter mohur (AH
1204) year 19, Calcutta Mint (1793-1818), oblique milling
(KM.100). Very fine.
$100

Ex Tom Hanley Collection.

4837*
Bengal Presidency, gold half mohur, Calcutta Mint, 1793,
oblique grained edge (Pr.63. KM.101) possibly a good
jeweller's copy. Nearly extremely fine.
$350

4832*
Mysore, Tipu Sultan (AM 1215-1227, A.D. 1787-1799),
gold two pagodas, Patan mint, AM1216/6, AM date
reversed, (KM.A129). Good very fine and rare.
$750

4838
Bengal Presidency, Murshidabad Mint, 1793 second milled
issue, perpetual 19 san sicca series, copy of standard gold
currency, in the name of Shah Alam II (A.H.1173-1221,
A.D.1759-1806), another of half mohur (cf.KM.101, 103,
Pr.401, 402). Nearly extremely fine. (2)
$400

4833*
Mysore, Tipu Sultan (AM 1215-1227, A.D. 1787-1799),
gold pagoda yr 1218, yr 8, Patan Mint (Km.129a). Extremely
fine.
$150
Ex P.J.Downie Sale Nov 1978 (earliest G.K gray sale)

EAST INDIA COMPANY COINS

4839*
Bengal Presidency, gold mohur (1793), edge grained left
(KM.113, Pr.83) issue of 1825 from Calcutta Mint, named
as Murshidabad Mint. Extremely fine with mint bloom.
$1,800
Ex Robert Climpson Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 85B, (lot 2139),
previously purchased from Spink Australia in 1989.

4834*
Bengal Presidency, Benares Mint type, gold mohur, in name
of Shah Alam II, (A.H. 1173-1221, A.D. 1759-1806), regnal
year 17/29, AH 1201, (Pr. -, KM. 31). Brilliant, extremely
fine and very rare.
$500

4840*
Bombay Presidency, gold mohur, privy mark inverted crown
over two lozenges (Pr.262). Full dumpy flan, nearly extremely
fine and rare.
$1,200
Ex Robert Climpson Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 85B, (lot 2103)
and purchased from Spink Australia in 1979.
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4845*
Madras Presidency, European style coinages, Hindu system,
gold pagoda, (1805-1845), top of pagoda points to D.
(Pr.150).
$1,000

4841*
Bombay Presidency, machine struck issue, Surat Mint type,
but struck at Calcutta 1823-1824, in the name of Shah
Alam II (A.H. 1173-1221, A.D. 1759-1806), regnal year
46, with complete impression of die and the date A.H. 1215
(A.D. 1800), silver rupee, edge grained vertically, (Pr. 284,
KM.222). Extremely fine and rare, with attractive tone.
$160

Ex Robert Climpson Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 85B (lot 1997) and
previously from the Fred Pridmore Collection, Glendining & Co, October
19, 1982 (lot 362) with ticket.

4846*
Madras Presidency, European style coinage, Hindu system,
gold pagoda, (1805-1845), top of pagoda points to O.
(KM.356). Extremely fine.
$900
4842*
Madras Presidency, European style coinages, first issue
(1807) silver half pagoda, sixteen stars on left side, seventeen
on right side and no stop after pagoda (Pr.154 var; KM.344)
struck over a Spanish Colonial eight reales of Charles III.
Uneven light toned, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$1,400
4847*
Madras Presidency, Muhammadan system, European Style
Coinage, in the name of 'Alamgir II (A.H.1167-1173, A.D.
1754-1759), issued 1817-1818, (11.65 grams), Madras
mint, closed lotus type, gold rupee or mohur, impressed with
the mint name Arkat, type as silver rupee with frozen date,
A.H.1172, Regnal Year 6, edge with centre graining to left,
(KM.418, Pr.238). About uncirculated and very rare.
$3,500
4843*
Madras Presidency, European style coinages, Hindu system,
(1808) second issue, silver half pagoda with two stops,
(KM.354, Pr.172). Attractively toned grey, with steel blue
and golden iridescent patination, nearly uncirculated.
$3,000

Ex Robert Climpson Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 85B, (lot 2032)
and it from B.A. Seaby Ltd, purchased by Capt. Vivian Hewitt (1944),
collection purchased by Spink & Son London 1967, acquired 1973 by private
purchase with ticket and later from the Colin E. Pitchfork Collection, Noble
Numismatics Sale 48 (lot 2026). A total of 59,250 were struck. The issue
was authorized in September 1817 and proclaimed current in December
1817 at a rate of 15 silver rupees for one gold rupee. Because the issue was
identical in size weight and design to the silver rupees the gold issue was
changed to new designs in 1819. Very few of these coins appear on the
market, the Pridmore specimen in 1982 (mounted and VF), and the Dr.
Brent specimen in 1991 (Spink Taisei sale 9) are the only specimens noted
by the cataloguer to 1995.

Ex Robert Climpson Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 85B (lot 2005)
and previously from Spink Australia Sale (lot 2354).

4844*
Madras Presidency, European style coinages, Hindu system,
(1808) second issue, silver half pagoda with two stops,
overstruck on a a similar coin, (KM.354, Pr.172). Dark grey
tone, nearly extremely fine.
$600
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4848*
Madras Presidency, 1807, First European Style Coinage, in
the name of 'Alamgir II (A.H.1167-1173, A.D. 1754-1759),
silver double rupee, impressed with the mint name Arkat,
type as mohur with frozen date, A.H.1172, Regnal Year
6, edge grained to right, (KM.404.2, Pr. 246). Has been
mounted on edge, grey tone, otherwise good fine and rare.
$300
4853*
Portuguese India, silver rupia, 1912/1 overdate, (KM.18).
Nearly uncirculated and very scarce.
$200

The Arkat type silver coinage was announced by proclamation dated 15th
July 1807 and ranged from two rupees to eighth rupee. A total issue (of
all varieties), of 165,172 were struck for these two rupees all on Spanish
Colonial eight reales coins. This type with year 6 is the usual variety rather
than the rarer reading of year 2.

Ex Tom Hanley Collection.

4849
Madras Presidency, five cash 1803 (3), (KM.317); ten cash
1808 (KM.319); Bombay Presidency, quarter anna 1832/
AH1247 (KM.231.1), 1833/AH 1249 (KM.234); British
India, quarter anna 1858 (KM.463.1); 1/12 anna 1835
(KM.445); normal issue 1862 quarter anna (KM.467), 1/12
anna 1862 (KM.465); Straits Settlements, half cent 1845
(KM.2). Last coin scarce, mostly very fine - extremely fine
1835 issue with mint bloom. (11)
$150

4854*
British India, Edward VII, silver rupee, full obverse brockage
(KM.508). Fine.
$150

4850*
East India Company, William IV, silver rupee (1835) Calcutta
mint, full obverse brockage, F incuse on truncation. Grey
toned patina, good extremely fine and rare thus.
$1,200

4855*
British India, George V, silver 'pig' rupee 1911, Calcutta mint
(KM.523). Rainbow toning, nearly uncirculated.
$100

Ex Noble Numismatics sale 85 (lot 2182) and Spink Noble sale 38 (lot
459).

Ex Tom Hanley Collection.

4851
East India Company, noted rupees and fractions of Bombay
Presidency (KM.221, 223); Madras Presidency five fanams
(KM.351) others (KM.402, 425); Bengal Presidency rupee
(KM.77); assorted copper (19) other silver (4); British
India, half rupee and quarter rupee 1835, eight annas 1919
(KM.520), other silver (2). Fair - extremely fine. (34)
$100

4856
British India, George V, gold sovereign 1918I Bombay
(KM.525A). Extremely fine.
$220
4857
British India, a range of issues: silver rupee, 1835 (KM.450.1),
1878 (KM.492), 1938, 1942, 1945 (KM.555, 557.1); silver
quarter rupee, 1916, 1939, 1945 (KM.518, 544, 547);
silver two annas, 1841 (KM.460.1), 1910 (KM.505), 1917
(KM.515); copper quarter anna, 1938 (2), 1939 (2), 1940
(3), 1941, 1942 (KM.530, 531); Hyderabad, silver rupee,
AH1325/41 (KM.Y.40.1); New Guinea, silver shillings,
1935, 1936 (KM.5). Very fine - uncirculated. (23)
$120

Ex Tom Hanley Collection.

4852
Portuguese India, silver rupias 1882, 1903, 1935, 1947,
1952 (KM.312, 17, 22, 27, 29); other issues twelfth tanga
to half rupia and decimal issues (24); French India, copper
issues etc (4). Very good - uncirculated. (33)
$150

4858
British India, various issues from 1832-1909, majority silver,
including rupees (6). Fine - nearly uncirculated. (22)
$80

Ex Tom Hanley Collection.
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4859
India, Mogul and native states, various rupees (8), noted
square (year 1000) and round (year 984) Akbar issues, EIC
Bengal Presidency year 19, Awadh rupee AH 1243, others of
Awadh with loop supports (2); others smaller denominations
(3). Very good - nearly very fine, several mounted. (10)
$80

4866
Chalmers, Robert, A History of Currency in the British
Colonies, 492 pages, 1972 reprint of the original 1893
edition; Hyman, Coleman P., An Account of the Coins,
Coinages and Currency of Australasia, 159 pp., 1973 reprint
of the original 1893 edition. As new. (2)
$100

4860
India, Private bullion issue, one tola, (11.63 grams), M/S
Manilal Chimanlal, Bombay; another half tola. Uncirculated;
(Bruce X40 and cf.X42). (2)
$360

4867
Hanley & Myatt, Australian Coins, Notes & Medals, 1980
edition (2, soft and hard cover); Greg McDonald, Collecting
and Investing in Australian Coins and banknotes, second
ed., 475 pp., 1991, another Australian Coin and Banknote
Market Guide 1985; other publications Renniks, Australian
Coin and Banknote Guide, 2nd, 4th, 11th, 12th and 20th
eds. other Renniks publications (3); Spink, Coins of England
& The United Kingdom, 40th ed., 2005. Mostly very fine
or unused. (13)
$50

4861
India, Temple tokens, a range of issues two rupee procession
type, (Brotman p.159); , Islamic rectangular rupee types
(3), (Brotman p.186ff); rupees with mosque (2) (Brotman
p.181ff); Rama Laksmania rupee types (cf.Brotman p.40-83)
(9); others (1). Very good - good very fine. (16)
$100

4868
Herrli, Hans, The Coins of the Sikhs, Indian Coin Society,
1st edition, 1993, 255 pages + 418 line arts + 5 maps. Hard
covers. As new. (5)
$80

Ex Tom Hanley Collection.

4862
India, Retreat Club, Silchar, Assam, canteen token, value
"2" brass, octagonal (25.8mm) (Prid. 200) scarce. Extremely
fine.
$100

The book is a pioneering comprehensive effort in study of Sikh coins. It
gives detailed history of Sikhs and varied coins issued by them from various
mints. This is further appended by General Taylor report on coinage of the
Phulkian States, medals and tokens and European travelers and adventurers
in Ranjit Singh's empire. The Sikh coinage started in the second half of the
eighteenth century, reached its apogee during the rule of Maharaja Ranjit
Singh and ended abruptly with the annexation of the Punjab by the British
in 1849. Although the Sikhs struck coins in about 20 mints, there coinage
remained quite uniform until the end. Their rupees bear religious legends and
never mention their issuer, but Amritsar, their main economic and religious
center, produced the most complex system of mintmarks in modern India.
Early observes were often baffled by the first major non-Mughal coinage of
Northern India and their descriptions of Sikh coins are commonly full of
errors, errors that have all too often survived until today. In a first part the
present book gives a short historical introduction and a general survey of the
Sikh coinage. The second part consists of an illustrated catalogue of all the
actually known Sikh coin types arranged by mints. Several appendices offer
a brief survey of Sikh tokens and medals and a few important numismatic
texts. This book is not only intended as a useful tool for coin collectors,
but also as a source of material for historians and students of the economy
of the Sikh Empire.

The Retreat Club was established in Silchar in 1897. Members were elected
by ballot. The entrance fee was 50 rupees plus one share of 100. Rupees
in the stock of the Cachar Club Co. Ltd. Ex Baldwin, Sept 1998 with their
ticket.

4863
India, Estate and canteen tokens, (Sylhet) Tea Co Ltd. Lungla
Division; New Jahangir Vakil Mills, hexagonal; The Modern
Mill Nagpur Ltd U.S.C., scalloped, 11 Paisa; another no
value stated (Prid.69, Thakkar 100.1.N.11, 100.1.M.5 and
6). Fine - very fine. (4)
$70
Last three not in Pridmore.

4864
India, Estate and Canteen Tokens, United Mills Ltd "1"
square brass (cf Prid 179); New Jahangir Vakil Mills brass
hexagonal (not in Prid., Thakker 100.1.N.11); "Play coins
of the World"/"Rupee India" bronze (31mm) unpublished?;
Lungla (Sylhet) Tea Co Ld./Lungla Division (Prid 69); The
Modern Mill Nagpure Ltd U.S.C. 11 pisa; another "no value
stated (Thakkar 100.1M.5 and 6). Fine - very fine. (6)
$80

4869
Herrli, Hans, The Coins of the Sikhs, Indian Coin Society,
1st edition, 1993, 255 pages + 418 line arts + 5 maps. Hard
covers. As new. (52)
$250
See note above.

4870
Hull, Donald B., Collector's guide to Muhammedan coins of
India 1200 A. D. to 1860 A. D. 1972, 789 pages, illustrated
throughout, Cunningham Press, Albambra, Calif., with
estimated values, Very fine and rare.
$150

NUMISMATIC LITERATURE

Ex Alex G. Malloy Library with his bookplate. Copy No.29/250. This
book is a remarkable compilation of the coins of India divided into three
books all in one volume, Book I The Sultans of Delhi, Book II Cintemporary
Provinces (Sultanates), Book III The Mughal Rulers. Probably with 5000
illustrations with details on each illustrated coin the Arabic/Persian script
reading and an English translation making it easy to read the ethnic on every
coin. Most important to rthe collector of Indian Coins. Currently listed at
200 Euros on internet.

4865
(British Museum), Keary, Charles Francis, jt. auth. Grueber,
Herbert A., jt. authors edited by R. S. Poole, A Catalogue
of English coins in the British Museum. Anglo-Saxon series.
British Museum. Dept. of Coins and Medals. 2 vols., xciv
+ 278 pp.,; cxxvi + 544 pp., ; xxx = xxxii plates, 8vo. 1970
reprint edition of 1887 original. As new.
$60
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4871
Martin, Thomas R., Sovereignty and Coinage in Classical
Greece, Princeton Univ., 1985, 332 pps.; Cahn, Herbert A.
Kleine Schriften zur Munzkunde und Archaologie, Basel,
1975, 172 pp., illustrated throughout. Very fine both hard
bound and with dust jackets. (2)
$120

4877
Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, Denmark, the Royal
Collection of Coins and Medals, Danish National Museum,
Copenhagen, Greece: Thessaly to Aegean Islands, Greek
coins, 1982 reprint of the original 7 parts (1943-4), 96pps,
80 plates, West Milford, New Jersey. As new.
$200

Both books are important, Cahn's book contains the important papers (in
English) on "Dating the Early Coinages of Athens" and "Early Tarantine
Chronology".

Ex Library of Alex G. Malloy with his bookplate. See note above. Every
coin in the collection is described and illustrated and in this volume there
are 3879 coins.

4872
Noble Numismatics Auction Sale catalogues Nos. 48, 52,
59, 60, 61A, 62, 63; St James catalogue June 8, 1907; Spink
Auction Sale Catalogues 31.6.1996, 10.10.1996, 4.3.1997,
31.3.2005, 30.3.2006, 27.9.2006; Various Off prints from
a) Coin Study Circle (Bengal Sultanates), Num. Soc. India
89th Presidential Address 24-6.12.2005 (2); Numis. Digests
off prints mostly as duplicates of three papers (38); other
offprints (7); other publications (3). Mostly fine. (64)
$100

4878
Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, Denmark, the Royal
Collection of Coins and Medals, Danish National Museum,
Copenhagen, Bosporus to Lesbos, Greek coins, 1982 reprint
of the original 4 parts (1944-5), 62pps, 50 plates, West
Milford, New Jersey. As new.
$200

4873
Revue Numismatique, Publication of the French Numismatic
Society, Paris, fifth series, vols. 2 (1st part) (1938), 9 (1946),
10 (1947-8), 11 (1949), sixth series, vols. XIII (1971), XV
(1973), XVII (1975), XXI (1979), vol. 150 (1995), a total
of several thousand pages. Fine, several in need of rebinding
and loose covers, mostly scarce. (9)
$200

4879
Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, Denmark, the Royal
Collection of Coins and Medals, Danish National Museum,
Copenhagen, Phrygia to Cilicia Greek coins, 1982 reprint
of the original 5 parts (1948-1956), 73pps, 63 plates, West
Milford, New Jersey. As new.
$200

Ex Library of Alex G. Malloy with his bookplate. See note above. Every
coin in the collection is described and illustrated and in this volume there
are 2174 coins.

These volumes includes various papers on ancient and medieval coinage.

Ex Library of Alex G. Malloy with his bookplate. See note above. Every
coin in the collection is described and illustrated and in this volume there
are 1935 coins.

4874
Sutherland, Allan, Numismatic History of New Zealand,
Wellington 1941, in original black cloth for te five parts, 310
pp, signed by the author, un-numbered copy; Hargreaves,
R.P., From Beads to Banknotes - The Story of Money in
New Zealand, 1972, McIndoe, Dunedin, 197pp. Very fine
and rare. (2)
$500

4880
Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, Denmark, the Royal
Collection of Coins and Medals, Danish National Museum,
Copenhagen, Cyprus to India, Greek coins, 1982 reprint of
the original 6 parts (1956-1965), 81pps, 67 plates, West
Milford, New Jersey. As new.
$200
Ex Library of Alex G. Malloy with his bookplate. See note above. Every
coin in the collection is described and illustrated and in this volume there
are 2410 coins.

4875
Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, Denmark, the Royal
Collection of Coins and Medals, Danish National Museum,
Copenhagen, Italy & Sicily Greek coins, 1981 reprint of the
original 5 parts (1941-2), 92pps, 60 plates, West Milford,
New Jersey. As new.
$200
Ex Library of Alex G. Malloy with his bookplate. The Sylloge Nummorum
Graecorum (SNG Cop), is the largest and most complete of all the SNG's
and the one always iniltally consulted to provide a reference to a Greek coin.
Every coin in the collection is described and illustrated and in this volume
there are 3155 coins.

4876
Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum, Denmark, the Royal
Collection of Coins and Medals, Danish National Museum,
Copenhagen, Thrace & Macedonia Greek coins, 1982
reprint of the original 5 parts (1942-3), 68pps, 60 plates,
West Milford, New Jersey. As new.
$200
See note above. Every coin in the collection is described and illustrated and
in this volume there are 2604 coins.
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